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ABSTRACT
The construction of conserved vectors using Noether's theorem via a knowledge
of a Lagrangian (or via the recently developed concept of partial Lagrangians) is
well known. The formulae to determine these for higher-order ows is somewhat
cumbersome and becomes more so as the order increases. We carry out these for
a class of fourth, fth and sixth order PDEs. In the latter case, we involve the
fth-order KdV equation using the concept of `weak' Lagrangians better known for
the third-order KdV case.
We then consider the case of a mixed `high-order' equations working on the Shallow
Water Wave and Regularized Long Wave equations. These mixed type equations
have not been dealt with thus far using this technique. The construction of conserved
vectors using Noether's theorem via a knowledge of a Lagrangian is well known.
In some of the examples, our focus is that the resultant conserved ows display some
previously unknown interesting `divergence properties' owing to the presence of the
mixed derivatives.
We then analyse the conserved ows of some multi-variable equations that arise
in Relativity. In addition to a larger class of conservation laws than those given
by the isometries or Killing vectors, we may conclude what the isometries are and
that these form a Lie subalgebra of the Noether symmetry algebra. We perform
our analysis on versions of the Vaidya metric yielding some previously unknown
information regarding the corresponding manifold. Lastly, with particular reference
to this metric, we also show the variations that occur for the unknown functions.
We discuss symmetries of classes of wave equations that arise as a consequence
of the Vaidya metric. The objective of this study is to show how the respective
geometry is responsible for giving rise to a nonlinear inhomogeneous wave equation
as an alternative to assuming the existence of nonlinearities in the wave equation
due to physical considerations. We nd Lie and Noether point symmetries of the
corresponding wave equations and give some reductions. Some interesting physical
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conclusions relating to conservation laws such as energy, linear and angular momenta
are also determined. We also present some interesting comparisons with the standard
wave equations (on a `at geometry').
Finally, we pursue the nature of the ow of a third grade uid with regard to
its underlying conservation laws. In particular, the uid occupying the space over
a wall is considered. At the surface of the wall, suction or blowing velocity is
applied. By introducing a velocity eld, the governing equations are reduced to a
class of PDEs. A complete class of conservation laws for the resulting equations
are constructed and analysed using the invariance properties of the corresponding
multipliers/characteristics.
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Introduction
Marius Sophus Lie was one of the rst prominent Norwegian scientists and among
the last of the great 19th-century mathematicians. His main contribution was the
theory of continuous groups of transformations. Lie produced his nest work in
collaboration with Felix Klein and later Friedrich Engel.
Lie worked on transformation groups, which he called nite continuous groups.
These groups, later called Lie groups, possessed a xed number of parameters but
could be dierentiated in any desired order. Lie applied his theory of transformation
groups to show that a majority of the known methods of integration could be intro-
duced all together by means of group theory. He also used transformation groups to
help classify ordinary dierential equations and to give a unied method of solution
using group-theoretic considerations.
In 1884, Lie teamed up with Friedrich Engel, a student recommended by Klein and
Mayer, and together they produced a three-volume work on transformation groups,
Theorie der Transformationsgruppen published between 1888 and 1893.
Lie's inuence continued well after his death, with mathematicians like Wilhelm
Killing who continued to work on Lie groups, which Elie Joseph Cartan later revised
and based much of his work on and Hermann Weyl contribution into Lie's groups in
his papers from 1922 and 1923, and subsequent generalizations of Lie groups gave
them a greater role in new elds like quantum physics, particle physics and quantum
mechanics.
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The notion of symmetries entered the area of conservation law in variational equa-
tions through the work of Emmy Noether. Noether was born on the 23 March 1882
in Erlangen, Germany.
Noether received a Ph.D. degree from the University of Erlangen in 1907, with
a dissertation on algebraic invariants, under the supervision of Paul Gordan. She
worked at the Mathematical Institute of Erlangen. In 1915 she was invited by David
Hilbert and Felix Klein to join the mathematics department at the University of
Gottingen. While in Gottingen, she was approached by David Hilbert to solve the
problem of failure of energy conservation in relativity.
In the paper, Invariante Varlationsprobleme, Noether proved two theorems, known
as Noether's theorem [1], which revealed the fundamental connection between sym-
metries and conservation laws in physics. This led to a deeper understanding of
laws such as the principles of conservation of energy, angular momentum, etc. The
importance of Noether's theorem in calculus of variations is that the dierential
equations with variational structures are physical models and their variational sym-
metries generate conservation laws.
Noether's theorem provides elegant formulae for the construction of conservation
laws for Euler-Lagrange equations once the Noether symmetries are known. A La-
grangian of the dierential equation is required in order to use the theorem. The
central problem in calculus of variations is the determination of a Lagrangian, so
that the dierential equation is then regarded as the Euler-Lagrange equation. This
is regarded as the inverse problem in the calculus of variations, [2, 3].
Applications of Noether's theorem have yielded numerous results in literature, for
example, [4, 5, 6]. There are also methods which provide conserved vectors without
making use of a Lagrangian. The direct method by [7, 8], which is used to construct
conserved quantities. A recent method for constructing conserved vectors without
the use of a Lagrangian was provided by [9]. A more systematic way of constructing
conserved quantities without the existence of Lagrangians was introduced by [10].
The introduction of partial Lagrangians, partial Euler-Lagrange equations and a
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modied Noether theorem known as partial Noether theorem, was presented for dif-
ferential equations which has the same structure as Noether's theorem. Conservation
laws are also constructed by utilization of the partial Noether approach.
We discuss the use of these variational techniques on higher-order PDEs. The im-
portance of investigating these sorts of equations, are due to their appearance in
dierent branches of science and engineering, like plasma physics, uid dynamics,
quantum theory, nonlinear optics, solid state physics, relativity and nancial math-
ematics.
Brief Outline of the Chapters
In the rst chapter, we introduce the preliminary mathematics that is needed to
tackle our investigation. We introduce the concepts of Noether symmetries, Noether
operators, Euler-Lagrange operator, Euler-Lagrange equations and conserved quan-
tities.
In the second chapter, we discuss the role of this technique in attaining conservation
laws for the fth-order KdV, and fourth-order Boussinesq equations. For these and
any high order PDEs, nding conservation laws by rst principles can be extremely
tedious. The important point of consideration is the cumbersome formulae that are
required due to the order of the Lagrangians and related functions.
In the third chapter, we consider higher order mixed derivatives and their conser-
vation laws using this technique. The Shallow Water Wave and Regularized Long
Wave Equations are examined due to their highest derivative term being mixed.
These sorts of equations have not been studied before using this technique.
In the fourth chapter, we consider the Vaidya metric that is currently being re-
searched intensively in relativity and astrophysics. We show that a large amount
information can be extracted from a knowledge of the vector elds that leave the
action integral invariant, viz., Noether symmetries. In addition to a larger class of
conservation laws than those given by the isometries or Killing vectors, we may con-
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clude what the isometries are and that these form a Lie subalgebra of the Noether
symmetry algebra.
In the fth chapter, a special case of the Vaidya metric known as the Papapetrou
model is discussed. A detailed symmetry analysis and invariance study associated
with the Petrov III metric is also carried out.
In the sixth chapter, we consider the classical wave equation in some Lorentzian
space-time backgrounds with the point in mind that the wave equation there may
naturally inherit nonlinearity from geometry. In this study we look at the wave
equation constructed from the Vaidya metric. The wave equation is constructed
by using the D'Alembertian operator on the metric tensor. A detailed symmetry
analysis is carried out on the wave equation leading to the construction of conserve
quantities and higher order symmetries. We construct higher order symmetries using
the recursion operators.
In the seventh chapter, the nature of the ow of a third grade uid with regard
to its underlying conservation laws is studied. In particular, the uid covering a
wall is considered. At the surface of the wall, suction or blowing velocity is applied.
By introducing a velocity eld, the governing equations are reduced to a class of
partial dierential equations (PDEs). A complete class of conservation laws for the
resulting equations are constructed and analyzed using invariance properties of the
corresponding multipliers/characteristics.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the preliminaries and results that are needed to tackle
our investigation for higher-order PDEs. We introduce the concepts of Noether
symmetries, Noether operators, Euler-Lagrange operator, Euler-Lagrange equations
and conserved quantities.
1.2 Main Operators
We rst introduce the reader to, the universal space A of dierential functions. A
locally analytic function f(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(k)) of a nite number of variables is
called a dierential function of order k. The space A is the vector space of all
dierential functions of all nite orders and forms an algebra.
A total derivative converts any dierential function of order k to a dierential func-
tion of order k + 1. Hence, the space A is closed under total derivations. There
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are other operators on A and some of the important ones which we will utilize are
explained below.
The summation convention is adopted throughout. Let x = (x1;    ; xn) be the
independent variable with co-ordinates xi, and u = (u;    ; um) the dependent
variable with co-ordinates u. The derivatives of the u with respect to x are
ui
 = Di(u
); uij = Dij(u
);    ; (1.1)
where
D =
@
@xi
+ ui
@
@u
+ uij
@
@uj
+    ; i = 1;    ; n (1.2)
is the total dierential operator. The collection of all rst derivatives ui
 is denoted
by u(1). Similarly, the collections of all higher-order derivatives are denoted by
u(2); u(3);   . Following Lie, in group analysis it is expedient to consider all variables
x; u; u(1); u(2); u(3);    as functionally independent connected only by the dierential
relations (1.1). Consequently, the u are referred to as dierential variables.
We denote by z the sequence
z = (x; u; u(1); u(2);   ) (1.3)
with elements z ,  1, for example,
zi = xi; 1  i  n; zn+ = u; 1    m;
with the remaining elements representing the derivatives of u. However, in applica-
tion one invariably utilizes only innite subsequences of z which are donated by [z].
A locally analytic function f(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(k)) of a nite number of variables
is called a dierential function of order k and for brevity is written as f([z]). The
space A is the vector space of all dierential function of all nite orders. A total
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derivative (1.2) converts any dierential function of order k to a dierential function
of order k + 1.
Hence, the space A is closed under total derivations Di. The main operators in-
troduced below are correctly dened in the space A. More concisely, this means
that the operators dened as formal sums truncate when they act on dierential
functions.
Denition 1: The Euler-Lagrange operator is dened by

u
=
@
@u
+
X
s1
( 1)sDi1   Dis
@
@ui1is
;  = 1;    ;m: (1.4)
The operator (1.4) is sometimes referred to as the Euler operator, named after
Euler (1744) who rst introduced it in a geometrical manner for the one-dimensional
case. Also, it is called the Lagrange operator, bearing the name of Lagrange (1762)
who considered the multidimensional case and established its use in a variational
sense (see for example, [11] for a history of the calculus of variations). Following
Lagrange, equation (1.4) is frequently referred to as a variational derivative. In the
modern literature, the terminology Euler-Lagrange and variational derivative are
used interchangeably as (1.4) usually arises in considering a variational problem.
Denition 2: The Lie-Backlund operator is given by
X = i
@
@xi
+ 
@
@u
i; u 2 A: (1.5)
This operator is in fact an abbreviated form of the following innite formal sum,
X = i
@
@xi
+ 
@
@u
+ i
@
@ui
+ ij
@
@uij
+    ; (1.6)
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where the additional coecients are determined uniquely by the prolongation for-
mulae
i = Di(W
) + juij
i1i2 = Di1Di2(W
) + jui1i2j
  
(1.7)
In (1.7), W  is the Lie characteristic function given by
W  =    juj : (1.8)
One can write the Lie-Backlund operator (1.6) in form
X = iDi +W
 @
@u
+Di(W
)
@
@ui
+Di1Di2(W
)
@
@ui1i2
+    : (1.9)
Denition 3: The Noether operator associated with a Lie-Backlund operator X is
dened by
N i = i +W 

ui
+
X
s1
Di1   Dis(W )
@
@uii1is
; i = 1;    ; n (1.10)
where the Euler-Lagrange operator with respect to derivatives of u are obtained
from (1.4) by replacing u by the corresponding derivatives, for example,

ui
=
@
@ui
+
X
s1
( 1)sDj1   Djs(W)
@
@uij1js
; i = 1;    ; n;  = 1;    ;m:
(1.11)
The operator (1.10) is named the Noether operator. As a consequence of the operator
(1.10), the proof of Noether's theorem becomes purely algebraic and independent of
variational calculus. The algebraic proof is based on the identity presented in the
next section.
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1.3 Noether Identity
Theorem 1: The Euler-Lagrange, Lie-Backlund and Noether operators are con-
nected by the operator identity
X +Di(
i) = W 

u
+DiN
i: (1.12)
Here, Di(
i) is a dierential function which is a sum of functions obtained by total
derivations Di of dierential functions i. That is, Di(
i) is a divergence of the
vector  = (1;    ; n), in other words, div whereas, DiN i is an operator obtained
as a sum of products of operators Di on N
i, that is, it is the scalar product of vector
operators D = (D1;    ; Dn) and N = (N1;    ; Nn). The identity (1.12) is called
the Noether identity because of its close relation to Noether's theorem.
1.4 Noether Generators
Consider a kth order dierential equation
E(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(k)) = 0;  = 1;    ;m: (1.13)
Denition 4: A conserved vector of (1.13) is tuple T = (T 1;    ; T n);
T j = T j(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(k)) 2 A; j = 1; :::n; such that
Di(T
i) = 0 (1.14)
is satised for all solutions of (1.13).
REMARK. When Denition 4 is satised, (1.14) is called a conservation law for
(1.13).
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We now discuss conservation laws of Euler-Lagrange equations. That is, dierential
equations of the form
L
u
= 0;  = 1;    ;m; (1.15)
where L = L(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(l)) 2 A, l  k, k being the order of (1.15), are
Lagrangians and 
u
is the Euler-Lagrange operator dened by (1.4).
Denition 5: A Lie-Backlund operator X of the form (1.6) is called a Noether
symmetry corresponding to a Lagrangian L 2 A if there exists a vector B =
(B1;    ; Bn), Bi 2 A, such that
X(L) + LDi(
i) = Di(B
i): (1.16)
If equation (1.16), Bi = 0; i = 1;    ; n; then X is referred to as a strict Noether
symmetry corresponding to a Lagrangian L 2 A.
Theorem 2: For a any Noether symmetry X corresponding to a given Lagrangian
L 2 A, there corresponds a vector T = (T 1;    ; T n); T i 2 A, dened by
T i = N i(L) Bi; i = 1;    ; n; (1.17)
which is a conserved vector of equation (1.15), that is, Di(T
i) = 0 on the solutions
of (1.15).
1.5 Noether-Type Generators
Consider a kth order dierential system
E(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(k)) = 0;  = 1;    ;m (1.18)
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which is of maximal rank and locally solvable. The following denition is well-known.
REMARK. When Denition 4 is satised, (1.14) is called the local conservation law
of (1.18). Also DiT
i = QE is referred to as the characteristic form of conservation
law (1.18) and the function Q = (Q1;    ; Qn) the associated characteristic form of
the conservation law.
Suppose that equations (1.18) are written as
E  E0 + E1 = 0;  = 1;    ;m: (1.19)
We now introduce the denition of a Partial Lagrangian.
Denition 6: If there exists a function L = L(x; u; u(1); u(2);    ; u(l)) 2 A; l  k and
non-zero functions f 2 A such that (1.19) can be written as L=u = fE1 then,
provided E1 6= 0, L is called a partial Lagrangian of equation (1.19) otherwise it is
the standard Lagrangian. It is known that dierential equations of the form L
u
=
0;  = 1;    ;m; are Euler-Lagrange equations. We term dierential equations of
the form
L
u
= fE
1
; (1.20)
as Euler-Lagrange-type equations.
Denition 7: A Lie-Backlund or generalized operator X of the form (1.6) is called
a Noether-type symmetry operator corresponding to a partial Lagrangian L 2 A if
there exists a vector B = (B1;    ; Bn); Bi 2 A; Bi 6= N iL + Ci; Ci constants,
such that
X(L) + LDi(
i) = W
L
u
+Di(B
i); (1.21)
where W = (W 1;    ;Wm);W  2 A are characteristics of X.
If the Bi's are identically zero , then the Lie-Backlund operator X is called a strict
Noether-type symmetry operator.
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Note that for Euler-Lagrange equations L=u = 0, if (1.21) is satised, X is a
Noether symmetry generator corresponding to a standard Lagrangian L.
Recall also that for a Noether symmetry generator X corresponding to a standard
L, X is said to leave the functional invariant up to gauge B. It is easy to see from
(1.21) that if X and Y are Noether-type operators, then so is a linear combination of
these operators. Indeed the Noether-type symmetry operators span a vector space.
Theorem 3: A Lie-Backlund symmetry operator X of the form (1.9) is a Noether-
type symmetry operator of a partial Lagrangian L corresponding to an Euler-Lagrange-
type system of the form (1.20) if and only if the characteristicW = (W 1;    ;Wm);W  2
A, of X is also the characteristic of the conservation law DiT
i = 0, where
T i = N i(L) Bi; i = 1;    ; n; (1.22)
of the Euler-Lagrange-type Equations (1.20).
Proof : We use identity (1.12) and act with it on L to obtain
XL+Di(
i)L = W
L
u
+DiN
iL (1.23)
Since X is a Noether-type symmetry operator of an L corresponding to an Euler-
Lagrange system, we can through the use of (1.21) replace the left hand side of
the last equation (1.23) with W L=u +DiB
i which in turn can be replaced by
W fE
1
 +DiB
i by utilizing (1.20). We immediately get
W fE
1
 +DiB
i = W 
L
u
+DiN
iL: (1.24)
From this we have
Di(B
i  N iL) = W ( L
u
  fE1) (1.25)
and thus
21
DiT
i = W (
L
u
  fE1) (1.26)
as a consequence of (1.21) is a conservation law with conserved components T i =
Bi   N i(L) of the system (1.20) with characteristic W . The steps are reversible.
This proves the result. 2
A further detailed analysis of the operators is completely given below for the scalar
case in two dimensions, viz., (t; x). This discussion is peculiar to our work in the
sequel as the Lagrangian and conserved ows are of a high order (third-order).
The proofs and ner details of the results are obtainable in [12]. Suppose X =
(t; x; u)@t + (t; x; u)@x + (t; x; u)@u is a Noether point symmetry generator with
gauge (f; g). Then the conserved ow (T t; T x) is given by
T t = L +W L
ut
+Dt(W )
L
utt
+Dx(W )
L
utx
+DtDt(W )
L
uttt
+DtDx(W )
L
utx
+DxDx(W )
L
utxx
  f
= L +W ( @L
@ut
 Dt @L@utt  Dx @L@utx +D2t @L@uttt +D2x @L@utxx +DtDx @L@uttx )
+Dt(W )
L
utt
+Dx(W )
L
utx
+DtDt(W )
L
uttt
+DtDx(W )
L
utx
+DxDx(W )
L
utxx
  f;
T x = L +W L
ux
+Dt(W )
L
uxt
+Dx(W )
L
uxx
+DtDt(W )
L
uxtt
+DtDx(W )
L
uxxt
+DxDx(W )
L
uxxx
  g
= L +W ( @L
@ux
 Dt @L@uxt  Dx @L@uxx +D2t @L@uxtt +D2x @L@uxxx +DtDx @L@utxx )
+Dt(W )
L
uxt
+Dx(W )
L
uxx
+DtDt(W )
L
uxtt
+DtDx(W )
L
uxxt
  g;
(1.27)
where

v
=
@
@v
 Dt @
@vt
 Dx @
@vx
+D2t
@
@vtt
+D2x
@
@vxx
+DtDx
@
@vtx
  : : : : (1.28)
A range of literature pertaining to conservation laws is now available mainly pre-
senting the various methods involved, see [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
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1.6 Illustrative example
For simplicity we have looked at point type symmetry operators and we have re-
stricted the gauge terms to be independent of derivatives. One can equally well
try to obtain true Lie-Backlund type symmetry operators and our method still ap-
plies. However, the calculations in this case are quite tedious and best left for a
computer algebra package. The illustrative example in [12], is on the classical heat
equation. Although simple, it is considered a paradigm for evolution equations and
is frequently utilized as a benchmark for one's approach.
Consider the (1+1) linear heat equation
ut = uxx: (1.29)
If we invoke the partial Lagrangian L = u2x=2; L=u =  uxx so that (1.29) can be
written as ut =  L=u and, therefore, L=u can be replaced by  ut in (1.29)
to determine the Noether-type operators, by Denition 7, X =  @
@t
+  @
@x
+  @
@u
corresponding to L. That is,
xux + (Dt +Dx)(
1
2
u2x) = (   ut   ux)( ut) +DtB1 +DxB2: (1.30)
Expansion of the total derivative operators as well as x and then separation of the
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derivatives of u yield the over-determined linear system
u3x : u = 0;
u2x : u = 0;
u2xut : u = 0;
uxut :  =  x;
u2t :  = 0;
ux : x = B
2
u;
ut :  = B
1
u;
1 : B1t +B
2
x = 0:
(1.31)
The calculations reveal that X = (t; x) @
@u
where  satises the equation
t + xx = 0 (1.32)
and B1 = u + f(t; x); B2 = xu + g(t; x),where ft + gx = 0. We set f = g =
0. The corresponding conserved vector components, by Theorem 3, are T 1 = u
and T 2 =  ux + xu. The corresponding conservation law DtT 1 + DxT 2 = 0 is
(ut  uxx) = 0 with characteristic  which is the characteristic of the Noether-type
symmetry operator X.
Thus, if for example
(i) = 1; T 1 = u; T 2 =  ux;
(ii) = t  1
2
x2; T 1 = (t  1
2
x2)u; T 2 =  (t  1
2
x)ux   ux:
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Chapter 2
Conservation laws of Higher order
nonlinear PDEs
2.1 Introduction
The fth-order KdV, and fourth-order Boussinesq equations are well known exam-
ples from mathematical physics purported to be of `high' order. For these and any
high order PDEs, nding conservation laws by rst principles can be extremely te-
dious. Thus, one needs to resort to alternate methods appealing to the underlying
symmetry generators of the equations. If this means the variational route, then there
may be problems such as the existence and determination of a Lagrangian. For the
two cases cited here, we construct `weak' or `partial' Lagrangians and successfully
construct conservation laws. The points to be emphasised is how cumbersome the
formulae required in the determination of the conserved ows due to the order of
the Lagrangians and related functions [18].
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2.2 The fth-order KdV equation
The particular case that we investigate is the well known generalized fth-order
KdV, (also known as the KdV-5 equation)
vxxxxx + vxvxx +

2
vvxxx + v
2vx + vt = 0; (2.1)
where , ,  are arbitrary non-zero constants.
For a variety of combinations of the parameters, (2.1) has been studied using a num-
ber of methods, analytical and numerical. Inc [19] and Abbasandy & Zakaria [20]
made a detailed numerical study using the Adomian decomposition and homotopy
analysis methods, respectively. Several works on the soliton solutions and various
analytical methods have been done, for e.g. Lax [21] (=2 = 10;  = 20;  = 30),
Sawada-Kotera [22] (=2 = 5;  = 5;  = 5), Ito [23] (=2 = 3;  = 6;  = 2).
The well known Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation is based on the case =2 =  15;  =
 15;  = 45. It can be shown that the equation is Hamiltonian for  = 2 on the
principle vt = Dx(H), where H =   R (uuxx + =2u2x + =(12)u4 + 1=2u2xx)dx.
In this section we determined the Lie algebra of point symmetries of equation (2.1)
is given by  6= 0. This result can be compared to the results obtained in the
section that follows,
X1 = @t;
X2 = @x;
X3 =  2@u + 5t@t + x@x:
(2.2)
The commutator table for the symmetries of equation (2.1),
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[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3
X1 0 0 5X1
X2 0 0 X2
X3  5X1  X2 0
(2.3)
The standard third-order KdV equation (KdV-3) is an evolution equation but its
dierential consequence admits a Lagrangian [24] and, thus, the KdV equation itself
is construed as a variational equation. We show in section (2.2.1) that one can
do this for (2.1) by which some interesting results regarding conservation laws via
Noether's theorem are obtained.
2.2.1 The sixth-order expansion of the KdV-5 equation
This analogous study of the KdV-5 equation has not, to the knowledge of the author,
been done before. This may be due to the cumbersome forms of the extended Euler-
Lagrange operators that need to be used.
If equation (2.1) is dierentiated by x or if v = ux in (2.1), we get the sixth-order
equation
uxxxxxx + uxxuxxx +

2
uxuxxxx + u
2
xuxx + uxt = 0 (2.4)
We rstly determined the Lie algebra of point symmetries of equation (2.4) for
 6= 0, which can be compared to the results obtained via the dierent methods
presented, viz.,
X1 = @t;
X2 = F (t)@u; whereF (t)isaarbitraryfunctionoft;
X3 = @x;
X4 = 5t@t   u@u + x@x:
(2.5)
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The commutator table for the symmetries of equation (2.4) is given by,
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 X2 0 5X1
X2  X2 0 0  (F [t] + 5tF 0[t])@u
X3 0 0 0 X3
X4  5X1 (F [t] + 5tF 0[t])@u  X3 0
(2.6)
The equation in question has a partial Lagrangian
L =  [1
2
u2xxx +
1
2
uxut +

12
u4x +

8
u2xuxxx] (2.7)
so that
L
u
= uxt +

2
uxuxxxx + u
2
xuxx + uxxxxxx = (   )uxxuxxx: (2.8)
Now applying the partial Lagrangian to the Noether-type Identity (1.21), the fol-
lowing expression is obtained
X [3](L) + L(Dt +Dx) = (  ut   ux)L
u
+ (Dtf +Dxg); (2.9)
where f and g are gauge functions. The governing equations are obtained from
(2.9), by separating the equations by coecients. These coecients are derivatives
of the dependent variable u.
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The separation of monomials are listed as
utu
2
xuxxx : u;
utu
2
xuxxuxxx : uu;
u2xuxxuxxx : uu;
uxu
2
xxx : u;
u3xuxxx : uuu;
uxxxuxxt : x;
u2xxx :
5
2
x   12t   u;
u2xuxxx :
1
2
[5
4
x   14(x + t)  34 u   6xuu];
uxuxxuxxx : (   );
utuxxuxxx : (   );
uxxuxxx : (   );
uxuxxx :  34x+ xxx   3xxu;
uxxx :  xxx;
u3xuxx :  38uu;
u2xuxx :
1
2
(3
4
xx   34xu);
u4x :
9
4
x   912t   93u;
u3x :  93u + 18xxx;
u2x : t;
utux :
1
2
x +
1
2
( x   t) + 12t   u;
ut :  fu   12x;
ux :  gu   12t;
1 :  ft   gx:
(2.10)
From the governing equations (2.10), it can be observed that there are two cases
appearing (i)  6=  and (ii)  = .
In the case (i), we obtain no symmetry generators due to ,  and  being equal to
zero, therefore producing trivial solutions.
The case (ii), leads to a nontrivial solution. That is, the partial Lagrangian is, in
fact, a Lagrangian of (2.4) due to  = , where L
u
= (   )uxxuxxx = 0, which
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therefore changes the Noether-type Identity to Noether Identity,
X [3](L) + L(Dt +Dx) = (Dtf +Dxg): (2.11)
The generators are the corresponding Noether symmetries, viz.,
X = @t (W =  ut); X = @x (W =  ux): (2.12)
We now list the corresponding conserved vectors which are obtained from the given
formula in the preliminaries.
(1) X = @t (W =  ut)
T t =  (1
2
u2xxx +
1
2
uxut +

12
u4x +

8
u2xuxxx) + ( ut)( 
1
2
ux);
=  1
2
u2xxx  
1
2
uxut   
12
u4x  

8
u2xuxxx +
1
2
uxut;
=  1
2
u2xxx  

12
u4x  

8
u2xuxxx;
T x = ( ut)( 1
2
ut   
3
u3x  

4
uxuxxx +D
2
x( uxxx  

8
u2x))
+ Dx( ut)( Dx( uxxx   
8
u2x)) + D
2
x( ut)( uxxx  

6
u2x);
= (ut)(
1
2
ut + uxxxxx +

4
u2xx +

4
uxuxxx)
+ ( utx)(uxxxx + 
4
uxuxx) + (utxx)(uxxx +

8
u2x);
=
1
2
u2t + utuxxxxx +

4
utu
2
xx +

4
utuxuxxx   utxuxxxx   
4
utxuxuxx
+ utxxuxxx +

8
utxxu
2
x:
Thus,
DtT
t +DxT
x = Dt( 1
2
u2xxx  

12
u4x  

8
u2xuxxx)
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+ Dx(
1
2
u2t + utuxxxxx +

4
utu
2
xx +

4
utuxuxxx)
+ Dx( utxuxxxx   
4
utxuxuxx + utxxuxxx +

8
utxxu
2
x);
= ut(uxt + =2uxuxxxx + uxxuxxx + u
2
xuxx + uxxxxxx);
= 0:
(2) X = @x (W =  ux)
T t =  ux( 1
2
ux);
=
1
2
u2x;
T x =  (1
2
u2xxx +

12
u4x +

8
u2xuxxx) + ux(uxxxxx +

4
u2xx +

4
uxuxxx)
  uxx(uxxxx + 
4
uxuxx) + uxxx(uxxx +

8
u2x) + ux(

3
u3xxx +

4
uxuxxx)
Thus,
DtT
t +DxT
x = Dt(
1
2
u2x) +Dx( (
1
2
u2xxx +

12
u4x +

8
u2xuxxx))
+ Dx(ux(uxxxxx +

4
u2xx +

4
uxuxxx)  uxx(uxxxx + 
4
uxuxx))
+ Dx(uxxx(uxxx +

8
u2x) + ux(

3
u3xxx +

4
uxuxxx));
= ux(uxt + =2uxuxxxx + uxxuxxx + u
2
xuxx + uxxxxxx);
= 0:
REMARK. The conserved vector in (1) is of 'nonlocal' type for the fth-order KdV
equation (2.1) when we substitute back to v since, if v = ux, ut =
R
vtdx.
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2.2.2 Traveling Wave reduction of the KdV-5 Equation
We now reduce the KdV-5 equation to a fourth-order equation by taking the sum of
the symmetries from the previous result (2.12). By using the characteristic method
of solving PDEs, we obtain y = x  ct, that is a traveling wave equation. By taking
v = w, we nd that vt =  cw0 and vx = w0. Then substituting the derivatives into
the main equation we end up with
w00000 +

2
ww000 + w0w00 + w2w0   cw0 = 0: (2.13)
We then integrate Equation(2.13), which becomes
w0000 +

2
ww00   
4
w02 +

2
w02 +

3
w3w0   cw = k; (2.14)
which also can be written as
w0000 +

2
ww00 + (

2
  
4
)w02 +

3
w3w0   cw = k; (2.15)
for the study of dierent cases, which has partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
w002 + (

2
  
4
)ww02 +

12
w4   1
2
cw2   kw (2.16)
which has
L
w
= (  )ww00: (2.17)
(i) For  6= , equation (2.15) has partial Lagrangian (2.16), applying the Noether-
type Identity which is
X [2](L) + L(Dy) = (   w0)L
w
+ (Dtf): (2.18)
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The separation of monomials are:
w3ywyy : ww;
w2ywyy : ww   2yw;
wywyy : 2yw   yy + w(  );
wyw
2
yy : w;
w2yy : w   32y;
wyy : yy   w(  );
w2y : (

2
  
4
) + ww(  2 )  wy(2   4 );
wy : fw + (  2 )wy;
1 :  cw + 1
3
w3 + 
12
w4y   c2w2y   fy:
(2.19)
We obtain no symmetry generators since  and  are equal to zero - this leads to a
trivial solution.
(ii) For  = , equation (2.15) transforms to
w0000 +

2
ww00 +

4
w02 +

3
w3w0   cw = k; (2.20)
which has the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
w002   
4
ww02 +

12
w4   1
2
cw2   kw: (2.21)
The separation of monomials are:
w3ywyy : ww;
w2ywyy : ww   2yw;
wywyy : 2yw   yy;
wyw
2
yy : w;
w2yy : w   32y;
wyy : yy;
w2y :  4   12ww + 14wy;
wy :  fw   12wy;
1 :  cw + 1
3
w3 + 
12
w4y   c2w2y   fy:
(2.22)
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This leads to a nontrivial solution, that is, the partial Lagrangian is, in fact, a
Lagrangian of (2.14) and the generators are the corresponding Noether symmetries,
viz.,
@y (W = w
0) (2.23)
with the corresponding conserved vector,
T =
1
2
w002   
4
ww02 +

12
w4   1
2
cw2 +

2
ww02 + w0w000   w002;
=  1
2
w002 +

4
ww02 +

12
w4   1
2
cw2 + w0w000;
such that
D(T ) =  w00w000 + 
4
(w03 + 2ww0w00) +

3
w3w0   cww0 + w00w000 + w0w0000;
=

4
(w03 + 2ww0w00) +

3
w3w0   cww0 + w0w0000;
= w0(w0000 +

4
w02 +

2
ww00 +

3
w3   cw);
= 0:
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2.3 The fourth-order Boussinesq equation
The Boussinesq equation which models the behaviour of long waves is sometimes
written as the fourth-order equation
uxxxx + uuxx + u
2
x + utt = 0: (2.24)
The highest derivative in the equation (2.24) is a singular independent variable
derivative term. Its Noether type symmetries, X = (t; x; u)@t + (t; x; u)@x +
(t; x; u)@u, via the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
u2xx  
1
2
u2t  
1
2
uu2x; (2.25)
which has
L
u
=  1
2
u2x (2.26)
is determined by (1.20). In this case, XL is a second prolongation of X, viz.,
XL =  1
2
u2x + utuxt + u
2
tuxu + uu
3
xu + uu
2
xx+
u2t t + u
3
t u + uutu
2
xu + uutuxx   utt 
u2tu   uu2xu   uuxx   2uxuux;tux;x 
2xux;tux;x   3uxuu2x;x   2xu2x;x 
utuu
2
x;x + uu
2
x;x   u3xux;xu;u   2u2xux;xx;u 
uxux;xx;x   utu2xux;xu;u   2utuxux;xx;u 
utux;xx;x + u
2
xux;xu;u + 2uxux;xx;u+
ux;xx;x:
(2.27)
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The separation of monomials gives rise to
utuxxu
2
x :  uu;
utuxxux :  2xu;
uxxu
3
x :  uu;
uxxu
2
x :  2xu + uu;
uxxux :  xx + 2xu;
uxxuxt : x;
u2xxux : u;
u2xx :  32x + 12t + u;
uxx : xx;
utu
2
x :  12 + 12uu;
utux : t;
u3t :
1
2
u;
u3x :  12 + 12uu;
u2x :
1
2
ux   12ut   uu;
ut :  fu   t;
ux :  gu   ux;
1 :  ft   gx:
(2.28)
The over-determined system has solution
 = 0;  = 0;  = A+Bt+ Cx+Dxt;
f =  (B +Dx)u+ a(x; t); g =  1
2
(C +Dt)u2 + b(x; t)
(2.29)
where at + bx = 0 and A, B, C and D are arbitrary constants.
If we choose, for example, A = D = 0 (Noether type symmetry X = (Bt + Cx)@u,
W = (Bt + Cx), f =  Bu and g =  1
2
Cu2), we obtain, via a truncated version of
(1.27), i.e.,
T t = L +W @L
@ut
+ [DjW  WDj] @L@utj   f;
T x = L +W @L
@ux
+ [DjW  WDj] @L@uxj   g;
(2.30)
the conserved density and ux
T t =  (Bt+ Cx)ut +Bu
T x =  (Bt+ Cx)uux + Cuxx   (Bt+ Cx)uxxx + 12Cu2
(2.31)
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so that DtT
t +DxT
x =  (Bt+ Cx)(uxxxx + uuxx + u2x + utt).
2.4 A fourth-order non-linear equation
The Lagrangian, L = 1
2
u2xx   uu2x, of
uxxxx + 2uuxx + u
2
x = 0; (2.32)
has been discussed in [17] constructed by the homotopy formula since the Frechet
derivative of uxxxx + 2uuxx + u
2
x, viz., D
4
x + 2uD
2
x + 2uxDx + 2uxx is self adjoint.
As before, (1.27) yields the Noether symmetries which are the translations @t and
@x. The symmetry x@x   2u@u is not variational with regard to this Lagrangian.
The conservation laws via translations, via (1.27) are with respect to @t and @x,
T t = 1
2
u2xx   uu2x;
T x = 2uutux   uxtuxx + utuxxx
(2.33)
and
T t = 0;
T x = 1
2
u2xx + uu
2
x   uxxuxxx + uxuxxx:
(2.34)
Note. If one uses L as a partial Lagrangian for the evolution equation ut = uxxxx +
2uuxx + u
2
x, so that
L
u
= ut, we obtain no Noether type symmetries. In fact, direct
calculations do not yield any either. The point symmetry generators of the equation
are, in addition to translations, 4t@t + x@x   2u@u.
2.5 Discussion and conclusion
We see that the conserved ows for high-order equations (with Lagrangians and,
equivalently, partial Lagrangians of order greater than one in derivatives) support
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a formula similar to the well known Noether's theorem with the proviso that the
higher-order cases have more terms giving rise to the appropriate order of the con-
served ow. Also, in the KdV-5 evolution equation, we resorted to variational tech-
niques usually adopted for the KdV-3 equation.
We used the new modied approach of the Noether identity to nd symmetries and
then conservation laws for the high order equations. We know that when considering
the use of the partial Lagrangian, we have to take into account the highest derivative
of the equation, where the highest derivative of the equation must be derived from
the partial Lagrangian.
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Chapter 3
Conservation laws of Higher order
PDEs with mixed derivative term
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we had observed the application of variational and `partial-
variational' techniques on higher order equations where no derivatives were of mixed
type. When considering the partial Lagrangian formula, a special point of considera-
tion is the term of the highest derivative; the highest derivative term of the equation
must be derived from the partial Lagrangian.
In this chapter we consider the equations in which the highest derivative terms
are mixed. The equations we investigate are the Camassa-Holms, Hunter-Saxton,
Inviscid Burgers, KdV family of equations, the fourth-order ShallowWater Wave and
Regularized Long Wave equations which has been discussed in [25]. The importance
of the equations lie in many areas of physics, and real world applications, e.g.,
tsunamis are characterized with long periods and wave lengths and as a result they
behave as shallow-water waves, [26].
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3.2 Camassa-Holms, Hunter-Saxton, Inviscid Burg-
ers and KdV family of equations
We now consider the family of equations
(vt + 3vvx)  (vtxx + 2vxvxx + vvxxx)  vxxx = 0: (3.1)
Even though it represents a class of nonlinear evolution equations, it displays varia-
tional/Hamiltonian properties and would then be subject to, amongst other things,
Noether's theorem [1]. This is well documented in the case of the KdV equation
[24]. Also, it displays interesting soliton or soliton like solutions. Equation (3.1)
represents a version of the KdV equation ( = 1;  = 0;  = 1), the Camassa-Holm
equation ( = 1;  = 1;  = 1), the Hunter-Saxton equation ( = 0;  = 1;  = 1)
and the inviscid Burgers equation ( = 1;  = 1;  = 0) [28, 29, 30].
We determine the Lie point symmetry generators for equation (3.1) which split into
various cases which are also symmetries for the dierent equations mentioned above.
For the case (i) the commutator table is also included.
(i)  6= 0:
X1 = @t
X2 = @x
X3 = (1  2u )@u + 2t @t + 3t@x
(3.2)
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3
X1 0 0
2X1

+ 3X2
X2 0 0 0
X3  2X1   3X2 0 0
(3.3)
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(ii)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = (u+


)@u + x@x
X2 = F
0(t)@u + F (t)@x
X3 = F (t)@t + xF
0(t)@x + xF 00(t)@u
(3.4)
(iii)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = F (t)@t;
X2 = @u
X3 = u@u
X4 = (3tu  x)@u
X5 = F (t)@x
X6 = xF (t)@x
(3.5)
(iv)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = @t
X2 = t@t   u@u
X3 = @x
(3.6)
Note. F(t) is an arbitrary function of t.
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3.2.1 The higher-order expansion of the Camassa-Holms,
Hunter-Saxton, Inviscid Burgers and KdV family of
equations
The method of expansion is employed in this section due to the order of the equation.
The family of equations is of third order, due to this fact a standard Lagrangian
can not be obtained. We seek an alternative approach by modifying equation (3.1).
The order of the equation is thus increased by letting v = ux to obtain
(utx + 3uxuxx)  (utxxx + 2uxxuxxx + uxuxxxx)  uxxxx = 0: (3.7)
We determine the Lie point symmetry generators of the equation and split these
into various non-trivial cases.
(i)  6= 0:
X1 = @t
X2 = @u
X3 = F (t)@u
X4 = @x
X5 =
2t

@t + 3t@x + (x  2u )@u
(3.8)
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X1 0 0 X2 +X3 0
2X1

+ 3X4
X2 0 0 0 0  2X2
X3  X2  X3 0 0 0 X2 +X3
X4 0 0 0 0 X2
X5  2X1   3X4 2X2  X2  X3  X2 0
(3.9)
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(ii)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = @u
X2 = F (t)@u
X3 = (2u+
x

)@u + x@x
X4 = F (t)@x + xF
0(t)@u
X5 = 2F (t)@t + (2uF
0(t) + x2F 00(t))@u + 2xF (t)@x
(3.10)
(iii)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = F (t)@t
X2 = u@u
X3 = F (t)@u
X4 = @x
X5 = x@x
X6 = 3t@x + x@u
X7 = 6tx@x + x
2@u
(3.11)
(iv)  = 0;  6= 0:
X1 = @t
X2 = @u
X3 = F (t)@u
X4 = u@u   t@t
X5 = @x
(3.12)
The modied equation (3.7) displays variational properties with respect to the La-
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grangian
L =  
2
(uxut + u
3
x) 

2
(uxu
2
xx + utxuxx) 

2
u2xx: (3.13)
The symmetries and corresponding conserved vectors are
(i) X = @t; W =  ut
The conserved quantities are
T 1 =  
2
(utux + u
3
x)  2 (uxu2xx + utxuxx)  2u2xx
+( ut)( 2ux + 2uxxx) + ( utx)( 2uxx);
T 2 = ( ut)( 2ut   32 u2x + 2u2xx + utxx + uxuxxx + uxxx)
+( utt)( 2uxx) + ( uxx)( uxuxx   2utx   uxx)
(3.14)
The total divergence is
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = 2uxxuxxx   utxuxxx   uxxutxx + 12uxxutxx
+ 1
2
utxuxxx   utxutxx   2ututxxx + 2uxuxxuxxx
+ u3xx   uxuxxutxx   uxutxuxxx
+ 
2
uxxuttx   2utxutxx
(3.15)
Extra terms emerge that require further analysis. By making an adjustment to these
terms, they can be absorbed into the conservation law if we note that
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dx(u
2
xx) Dx(utxuxx) +Dx(2utxuxx)
  Dx(2ututxx) +Dx(uxu2xx) Dx(uxutxuxx)
  Dx(2u2tx) +Dt(2utxuxx):
(3.16)
Then by taking these dierentials across and adding them to the conserved ows,
this satises the conservation law. The modied conserved quantity are now labeled
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~T i, where Dt( ~T 1) +Dx( ~T 2) = 0 along the equation, viz.,
~T 1 = T 1   
2
utxuxx;
~T 2 = T 2   u2xx + utxuxx   2utxuxx
+ 
2
ututxx   uxu2xx   uxutxuxx + 2u2tx
(3.17)
The same applies to the following cases below.
(ii) X = @x; W =  ux
With T 1 = ( ux)( 2ux + 2uxxx) + ( uxx)( 2uxx) and T 2 =  2 (uxut + u3x)  

2
(uxu
2
xx+utxuxx)  2u2xx+( ux)( 2ut  32 u2x+ 2u2xx+utxx+uxuxxx+ uxxx)+
( utx)( 2uxx) + ( uxx)( uxuxx   2utx   uxx) we get
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) =  1
2
(uxutxxx   uxxutxx);
(3.18)
so that, since  1
2
(uxutxxx   uxxutxx) has derivative consequences,
 1
2
(uxutxxx   uxxutxx) =  12(Dx(uxuxx  Dt(u2xx)); (3.19)
so that a redenition leads to
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
u2xx;
~T 2 = T 2 + 1
2
uxuxx;
(3.20)
(iii) X = n(t)@u; W = n(t)
Here, we get T 1 = (n(t))( 
2
ux+

2
uxxx) and T
2 = (n(t))( 
2
(uxut+u
3
x)  2 (uxu2xx+
utxuxx)  2u2xx) + (nt(t))( 2uxx) + 2nt(t)u: so that
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) =  1
2
n(t)utxxx;
(3.21)
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and
~T 12 = T
1;
~T 22 = T
2 + 1
2
n(t)utxx:
(3.22)
3.3 The Shallow Water Wave equation
The shallow water wave equation (SWW), models the simplest water waves which
reasonably approximate the behavior of real ocean waves,
uxxxt + uxutx + utuxx   utx   uxx = 0; (3.23)
where  and  are arbitrary constants.
We determine the Lie point symmetry generators of the equation (3.23) and these
are split into various cases with each of their commutator tables.
(i)  6= 0:
X1 = @t;
X2 = @u;
X3 = F (t)@u + F (t)@t;
X4 = @x;
X5 = (2x  u)@u   t@t + x@x:
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[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X1 0 0 X1 +X2 +X3 0  X1
X2 0 0 0 0  X2
X3  X1  X2  X3 0 0 0 X1 +X2 +X3
X4 0 0 0 0 2X2 + X4
X5 X1 X2  X1  X2  X3  2X2   X4 0
(ii)  6= 0;  = 0:
X1 = @t;
X2 = @u;
X3 = F (t)@u;
X4 = @x;
X5 = (2x  u)@u   t@t + x@x:
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X1 0 0 X2 +X3 0  X1
X2 0 0 0 0  X2
X3  X2  X3 0 0 0 X2 +X3
X4 0 0 0 0 2X2 + X4
X5 X1 X2  X2  X3  2X2   X4 0
(iii)  = 0;  6= 0
X1 = @t;
X2 = x@u;
X3 = F (t)@u + F (t)@t;
X4 = @x:
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[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 X1 +X3 0
X2 0 0 0  @u
X3  X1  X3 0 0 0
X4 0 @u 0 0
From the equation (3.23), there are two cases that emerge, viz., (i)  6=  and (ii)
 = .
In case (i)  6= , we refer to this equation as shallow water wave-1 (SSW-1), and for
case(ii)  = , equation (3.23),  is replaced by , we refer to this case as shallow
water wave-2 (SSW-2), which becomes,
uxxxt + uxutx + utuxx   utx   uxx = 0: (3.24)
3.3.1 Shallow Water Wave-1
Here, we use the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
utxuxx +
1
2
u2x +
1
2
uxut   1
2
utu
2
x; (3.25)
for which
L
u
= (2   )utxux: (3.26)
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The separation of monomials gives rise to
uxu
2
tx : u;
u2tx : x;
uxu
2
xx : u;
u2xx : t;
utxuxx : u   x;
utuxutx : (2   );
u2xutx : (2   );
uxutx : (2   );
utu
2
x : x   3u;
utux : u   x;
u2x : u   12t   12x + 12t;
ux :  gu + 12t + x;
ut :  fu + 12x;
1 : ft + gx:
(3.27)
From equation (3.27), we observe there are two cases that emerge, (a)  = 2 and
(b)  6= 2.
Case (a):  = 2
(1) X = @t; W =  ut
T 1 = 1
2
u2x +
1
2
utuxxx
T 2 =  utux   12u2t + u2tux + utuxxt   12u2xt   12uxxutt
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The total divergence is given below.
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dt(
1
2
u2x +
1
2
utuxxx)
+ Dx( utux   12u2t + u2tux + utuxxt   12u2xt   12uxxutt);
= uxutx +
1
2
uxxxutt +
1
2
utuxxxt   uxutx   utuxx   12uxxuttx
  ututx + 2utuxutx + u2tuxx + utuxxxt   12uxxxutt;
= ut(uxxxt + uxutx + utuxx   utx   uxx) + 12utuxxxt   12uxxuxtt;
= 1
2
utuxxxt   12uxxuxtt:
(3.28)
We observe that extra terms emerge. By making an adjustment, these terms can
be absorbed into the conservation law. The adjustment of these extra terms can be
done by nding dierentiable functions that form the extra terms, when they are
dierentiated,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = 1
2
utuxxxt   12uxxuxtt;
= 1
2
Dt(utuxxx)  12Dx(uxxutt):
(3.29)
Then by taking these dierentials across and adding them to the conserved ows,
this satises the conservation law
Dt(T
1   1
2
utuxxx) +Dx(T
2 + 1
2
uxxutt) = 0:
(3.30)
The modied conserved quantities are now labeled ~T i, where Dt( ~T 1) +Dx( ~T 2) = 0:
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
utuxxx
= 1
2
u2x
~T 2 = T 2 + 1
2
uxxutt
=  utux   12u2t + u2tux + utuxxt   12u2xt
(3.31)
The same consequences apply for the results below.
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(2) X = @x; W =  ux
T 1 =  1
2
u2x +
1
2
u3x   12u2xx + 12uxuxxx
T 2 =  1
2
u2x +
1
2
utu
2
x + uxuxxt   12uxxuxt
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
u2xx
=  1
2
u2x +
1
2
u3x   12u2xx
~T 2 = T 2   1
2
uxuxxt
=  1
2
u2x +
1
2
utu
2
x + uxuxxt
(3.32)
Case (b):  6= 2
(1) X = @u; B
1 = 1
2
u2x(2   ); B2 = 0; W = 1
T 1 = 1
2
ux   12u2x   12uxxx + 12u2x(2   )
T 2 = ux +
1
2
ut   utux   uxxt
The total divergence is given by,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dt(
1
2
ux   12u2x   12uxxx + 12u2x(2   ))
+ Dx(ux +
1
2
ut   utux   uxxt);
= 1
2
utx   uxutx   12uxxxt + uxutx(2   )
+ uxx +
1
2
utx   uxutx   utuxx   uxxxt;
= (uxxxt + uxutx + utuxx   utx   uxx)  12uxxxt;
=  1
2
uxxxt:
(3.33)
From the equation (3.33), uxxxt has two derivative consequences,
uxxxt = Dt(uxxx)
= Dx(uxxt)
(3.34)
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which leads to two pairs of conserved quantities,
(i)
~T 11 = T
1 + 1
2
uxxx
= 1
2
ux   12u2x + 12u2x(2   );
~T 21 = T
2
= ux +
1
2
ut   utux   uxxt;
(3.35)
(ii)
~T 12 = T
1
= 1
2
ux   12u2x   12uxxx + 12u2x(2   );
~T 22 = T
2 + 1
2
uxxt
= ux +
1
2
ut   utux   12uxxt:
(3.36)
(2) X = @x; B
1 = 1
3
u3x(2   ); B2 = 0; W =  ux
T 1 = 1
2
u2x +
1
2
u3x   12u2xx   13u3x(2   )  12uxuxxx
T 2 = 1
2
u2x +
1
2
utu
2
x + uxuxxt   12uxxuxt
~T 1 = T 1 + 1
2
u2xx
= 1
2
u2x +
1
2
u3x   12u2xx   13u3x(2   );
~T 2 = T 2   1
2
uxuxxt
= 1
2
u2x +
1
2
utu
2
x + uxuxxt:
(3.37)
3.3.2 Shallow Water Wave-2
For equation (3.24), we use the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
utxuxx +
1
2
u2x +
1
2
uxut   1
2
utu
2
x; (3.38)
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which has
L
u
= utxux: (3.39)
The separation of monomials gives rise to
uxu
2
tx : u;
u2tx : x;
uxu
2
xx : u;
u2xx : t;
utxuxx : u   x;
utuxutx : ;
u2xutx : ;
uxutx : ;
utu
2
x : x   3u;
utux : u   x;
u2x : u   12t   12x + 12t;
ux :  gu + 12t + x;
ut :  fu + 12x;
1 : ft + gx:
(3.40)
From equation (3.40), it is clear that  6= 0 or  = 0.
If  6= 0 then it is a trivial solution, and if  = 0, then equation (3.24) changes to
uxxxt   utx   uxx = 0; (3.41)
and the partial lagrangian (3.38) becomes a standard Lagrangian
L =
1
2
utxuxx +
1
2
u2x +
1
2
uxut; (3.42)
and the conserved quantities are as follows:
(i) X = @t; W =  ut
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T 1 = 1
2
u2x +
1
2
utuxxx
T 2 =  utux   12u2t + utuxxt   12u2xt   12uxxutt
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
utuxxx
= 1
2
u2x
~T 2 = T 2 + 1
2
uxxutt
=  utux   12u2t + utuxxt   12u2xt;
(3.43)
(ii) X = @x; W =  ux
T 1 =  1
2
u2x   12u2xx + 12uxuxxx
T 2 =  1
2
u2x + uxuxxt   12uxxuxt
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
u2xx
=  1
2
u2x   12u2xx
~T 2 = T 2   1
2
uxuxxt
=  1
2
u2x + uxuxxt:
(3.44)
REMARK. From the conserved quantities attained, there are non-zero divergence
terms occur when the conservation law is applied. These extra terms are adjusted
by merely taking the extra terms into derivative functions that can be absorbed into
the conservation law, therefore producing new conserved quantities.
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3.4 The Regularized Long Wave Equation
The Regularized Long Wave Equation (RLW), models soliton waves and is some-
times referred to as the Benjamin-Bona-Mahoney Equation. The regularized long
wave (RLW) equation is an important nonlinear wave equation. Solitary waves are
wave packets or pulses, which propagate in nonlinear dispersive media. Due to dy-
namical balance between the nonlinear and dispersive eects these waves retain a
stable waveform. A soliton is a very special type of solitary wave, which also keeps
its waveform after collision with other solitons. RLW is an alternative description
of nonlinear dispersive waves to the more Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation,
vtxx + v
2vx + vt + vx = 0: (3.45)
The RLW equation is a third order equation and for our purposes of investigation
we modify this equation to be compared with the equations we have dealt with thus
far. We do this by dierentiating the equation by a spatial variable, x and a time
variable t.
We refer to the modied RLW equation which has either been dierentiated by t or
had v replaced with ut as RLW-1,
uxxtt + u
2
tutx + utt + utx = 0: (3.46)
The symmetry generators obtained for the RLW-1 equation are listed below with
two cases for  and its corresponding commutator tables.
(i)  = 0
X1 = @t
X2 = u@u
X3 = F (t; x)@u; Fttxx + Ftx + Ftt = 0
X4 = @x
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[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 X3 0
X2 0 0  X3 0
X3  X3 X3 0 X3
X4 0 0  X3 0
(3.47)
(ii)  6= 0
X1 = @t
X2 = @u
X3 = F (x)@u
X4 = @x
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 0 0
X2 0 0 0 0
X3 0 0 0 X2 +X3
X4 0 0  X2  X3 0
(3.48)
We refer to the modied RLW equation which has either been dierentiated by x
or had v replaced with ux as RLW-2,
uxxxt + u
2
xuxx + utx + uxx = 0: (3.49)
The symmetry generators obtained for the RLW-2 equation are listed below with
two cases for  and its corresponding commutator tables.
(i)  = 0
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X1 = @t
X2 = u@u
X3 = F (t; x)@u; Ftxxx + Fxx + Ftx = 0
X4 = @x
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 X3 0
X2 0 0  X3 0
X3  X3 X3 0 X3
X4 0 0  X3 0
(3.50)
(ii)  6= 0
X1 = @t
X2 = F (t)@u
X3 = @x
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3
X1 0 X2 0
X2  X2 0 0
X3 0 0 0
(3.51)
3.4.1 Regularized Long Wave-1
Here, we use the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
u2tx  
1
2
utux   1
2
u2t ; (3.52)
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for which
L
u
=  u2tutx: (3.53)
Using Noether's Identity we substitute (3.52) and (3.53)into the expression below,
which we use to nd our determining equations and then separate by monomials,
X [2]L+ L(Dt
1 +Dx
2) = (   ut1   ux2)L
u
+DtB
1 +DxB
2: (3.54)
The separation of monomials are:
uxxutx : t + utu;
uttutx : x + uxu;
u2tx : u   12x   12t;
uxu
2
tutx : ;
utu
2
tutx : ;
u2tutx : ;
utuxutx : uu;
ututx : tu;
uxutx : xu;
utx : tx;
uxut : u;
u2t : ; u +
1
2
x +
1
2
t
ux :  gu   12t;
ut :  fu   t   12x;
1 : ft + gx:
(3.55)
From equation (3.55), it is clear that  6= 0 or  = 0.
If  6= 0 then it is a trivial solution, and if  = 0, then equation (3.46) changes to
uxxtt + utt + utx = 0 (3.56)
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and the partial Lagrangian becomes a standard Lagrangian. By solving the over-
determined system, we get the symmetries. From the symmetries we calculate the
conserved vectors,
Case (i) X = @t; W =  ut
T 1 =  1
2
u2tx +
1
2
u2t + ututxx
T 2 = 1
2
u2t + ututtx   uttutx.
Checking if the conservation law holds, i.e.,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dt( 12u2tx + 12u2t + ututxx) +Dx(12u2t + ututtx   uttutx);
=  utxuttx + ututt + uttutxx + ututtxx + ututx
+ utxuttx + ututtxx   utxuttx + uttutxx;
= ututtxx   utxuttx:
(3.57)
We observe that extra terms emerge. By making an adjustment, these terms can
be absorbed into the conservation law. The adjustment of these extra terms can be
done by nding dierentiable functions that form the extra terms, when they are
dierentiated.
Thus,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = ututtxx   utxuttx;
= Dt(ututxx) Dx(uttutx):
(3.58)
Then by taking these dierentials across and adding them to the conserved ows,
this satises the conservation law,
Dt(T
1   ututxx) +Dx(T 2 + uttutx) = 0:
(3.59)
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The modied conserved quantities are now labeled ~T i, where Dt( ~T 1) +Dx( ~T 2) = 0:
~T 1 = T 1   ututxx
=  1
2
u2tx +
1
2
u2t
~T 2 = T 2 + uttutx
= 1
2
u2t + ututtx:
(3.60)
The same consequences apply for the results below.
Case (ii) X = @x; W =  ux
T 1 = 1
2
u2x + utux + uxutxx   u2tx
T 2 =  1
2
u2tx   12u2t + uxuttx
~T 1 = T 1 + uttutx
= 1
2
u2x + utux + uxutxx   u2tx + uttutx
~T 2 = T 2   uxuttx
=  1
2
u2tx   12u2t
(3.61)
Case (iii) X = @u; W = 1
T 1 =  1
2
ux   ut   utxx
T 2 =  1
2
ut   uttx
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The divergence is,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dt( 12ux   ut   utxx) +Dx( 12ut   uttx);
=  1
2
utx   utt   uttxx   12utx   uttxx;
=  uttxx:
(3.62)
From the equation (3.62), uttxx has two derivative consequences,
uttxx = Dt(utxx)
= Dx(uttx)
(3.63)
which leads to two pairs of conserved quantities
~T 11 = T
1 + utxx
=  1
2
ux   ut
~T 21 = T
2
=  1
2
ut   uttx
(3.64)
~T 12 = T
1
=  1
2
ux   ut   utxx
~T 22 = T
2 + uttx
=  1
2
ut
(3.65)
Case (iv) X = t@u; W = t; f =  u; g =  12u
T 1 =  1
2
tux   tut   tutxx   u
T 2 =  1
2
tut   tuttx + utx   12u
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Checking if the conservation law holds we nd that,
Dt(T
1) +Dx(T
2) = Dt( 12tux   tut   tutxx   u) +Dx( 12tut   tuttx + utx   12u)
=  tuttxx:
(3.66)
From the equation (3.66), uttxx has two derivative consequences,
tuttxx = Dx(tuttx)
= Dt(tutxx) Dx(utx)
(3.67)
which leads to two pairs of conserved quantities,
~T 11 = T
1
=  1
2
tux   tut   tutxx   u
~T 21 = T
2 + tuttx
=  1
2
tut + utx   12u
(3.68)
~T 12 = T
1 + tutxx
=  1
2
tux   tut   u
~T 22 = T
2   utx
=  1
2
tut   tuttx   12u:
(3.69)
3.4.2 Regularized Long Wave-2
Here, we use the partial Lagrangian
L =
1
2
uxxutx   1
2
utux   1
2
u2x (3.70)
for which
L
u
=  u2xutx: (3.71)
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Using Noether's Identity we substitute (3.70) and (3.71)into the expression below,
which we use to nd our determining equations and then separate by monomials,
X [2]L+ L(Dt
1 +Dx
2) = (   ut1   ux2)L
u
+DtB
1 +DxB
2: (3.72)
The separation of monomials are:
uxxutx : t   utu;
uttutx : x   uxu;
utxuxx : u   x;
u3xutx : ;
utu
2
xutx : ;
u2xutx : ;
utuxuxx : uu;
uxuxx : tu;
utuxx : xu;
uxx : tx;
uxutx : xu   12xx;
utx : xx;
uxut : u;
u2x :  u + 12x   12t;
ux :  gu   12t   x;
ut :  fu   x;
1 : ft + gx:
(3.73)
From equation (3.55), it is clear that  6= 0 or  = 0.
If  6= 0 then it is a trivial solution, and if  = 0, then equation (3.46) changes to
uxxtt + utt + utx = 0 (3.74)
and the partial Lagrangian becomes a standard Lagrangian. By solving the over-
determined system, these were the only Noether symmetries which were obtained.
From the symmetries we calculate the conserved vectors:
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Case (i) X = @t; W =  ut
T 1 =  1
2
u2x +
1
2
utuxxx
T 2 = 1
2
u2t + utux + ututxx   12u2tx   12uttuxx
~T 1 = T 1   1
2
utuxxx
=  1
2
u2x
~T 2 = T 2 + 1
2
uttuxx
= 1
2
u2t + utux + ututxx   12u2tx:
(3.75)
Case (ii) X = @x; W =  ux
T 1 = 1
2
u2x +
1
2
uxuxxx   12u2xx
T 2 = 1
2
u2x + uxutxx   12utxuxx
~T 1 = T 1 + 1
2
u2xx
= 1
2
u2x +
1
2
uxuxxx
~T 2 = T 2   1
2
uxutxx
= 1
2
u2x   12utxuxx + 12uxutxx
: (3.76)
Case (iii) X = x@u; W = x; f =  12u; g =  u
T 1 =  1
2
xux   12xuxxx + 12uxx + 12u
T 2 =  1
2
xut   xux   xutxx + 12utx + u
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~T 1 = T 1
=  1
2
xux   12xuxxx + 12uxx + 12u
~T 2 = T 2   1
2
utx +
1
2
xutxx
=  1
2
xut   xux   12xutxx + u
: (3.77)
3.5 Discussion and conclusion
We used the Noether identity to nd symmetry generators and then conservation
laws for high order equations containing mixed derivatives in the highest term. All
the conserved vectors in the equations with highest order possessing mixed deriva-
tives produce extra terms that become essential parts of the constructed conserved
vector for the equation in question.
Using the variational technique on the Shallow Water Wave equation, we get con-
served ows that produce extra terms when the conservation law is applied. These
extra terms are adjusted and then merged with the conservation law to form new
conserved quantities. These extra terms also occur in the second equation, the Reg-
ularized Long Wave equation. An interesting observation obtained from our results
in that the mixed derivative equations considered produce extra divergence terms.
These extra terms consisted of the product of the characteristic function and the
highest derivative term of the equation in question.
Note. We acknowledge the comments made by Sarlet [27] regarding the ndings and
criticism of this chapter and [18]. Our results are not incorrect and the discussion
in [27], in fact, provides a necessary and much needed nontrivial explanation to the
ndings. Thus, rather than being negative, we believe that [27] endorses our results.
What was missing, therefore, in our paper [18] was an explanation. Furthermore,
the examples discussed in the chapter are well known and are of interest to wide
audience.
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Chapter 4
Conservation laws of some Vaidya
metrics
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will look at the Vaidya metric that is currently being researched
intensively in relativity and astrophysics. In the paper by Lindquist et al [31], a
detailed description on why the Vaidya metric is the most convenient one for the
spherically symmetric solution of the Einstein's eld equations. The Vaidya metric
is given by [32]
ds2 =  (1  2m(u)
r
)du2   2dudr + r2(d2 + sin2 d2); (4.1)
where m(u) is the arbitrary function of the retarded time coordinate u. Following
the coordinates introduced by Finkelstein [33], the metric in (4.1) can be construed
as
ds2 =  (1  2m(u)
r
)du2 4m(u)
r
dudr+(1+
2m(u)
r
)dr2+r2(d2+sin2 d2): (4.2)
Various studies relating to the Vaidya metric have been done, for e.g., the `nature
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of naked singularities' [34], the `Carter constant and Petrov classication' [35] and
references therein which include aspects of the nature of the Killing tensors and the
well known notion of the `isometries' of the metric which are the dieomorphisms
of the manifold onto itself which preserve the metric tensor [36].
4.2 Lie point Symmetries of the Vaidya metric
The Euler-Lagrange (geodesic) equations associated with the Lagrangian
L =  (1  2m(u)
r
) _u2   2 _u _r + r2 _2 + r2 sin2  _2 (4.3)
corresponding to (4.1) are
u =  r
3 _2+cos 2r3 _2 r3 _2+m _u2
r2
;
r =  2m _r _u+2mru r
2u
r2
;
 = r
_2 cos  sin  2 _r _
r
;
 =  2r
_ _ csc  cos  2 _r _
r csc  sin 
;
(4.4)
where _ is the derivative of  with respect to the arclength parameter s. The
geodesic equations are constructed by applying the Euler-Lagrange operator onto
the Lagrangian for each variable (t; r; ; ).
The algebra of Lie point symmetries of (4.4) separate into a number of classes based
on m(u). The invariance of dierential equations leading to Lie symmetries is now
well documented and can be found in, inter alia, [17]. We list the two casesm(u) = 0
and m(u) = k, with k an arbitrary constant. We note the `large' 35-dimensional Lie
algebra for the rst case reduces radically when we consider the Noether symmetries.
Listed below are the Lie symmetries for the two cases.
(i) Case m = 0
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X1 = @
X2 = @s
X3 = s@s
X4 = (r + u)@s
X5 = r cos @s
X6 = r cos sin @s
X7 = r sin sin @s
X8 = cos@   cot  sin@
X9 = sin@   cot  cos@
X10 = @u
X11 = s@u
X12 = (r + u)@u
X13 = r cos @u
X14 = r cos sin @u
X15 = r sin sin @u
X16 = u@u + r@r
X17 = s
2@s + su@u + rs@r
X18 = s(r + u)@s + u(r + u)@u + r(r + u)@r
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X19 = cos @u   cos @r + 1r sin @
X20 = s cos @u   s cos @r + sr sin @
X21 = u cos @u   (r + u) cos @r + (r+u)r sin @
X22 = rs cos @s + ru cos @u + r
2 cos @r
X23 = u+ r cos
2 t@u + r sin
2 t@r + cos  sin @
X24 = s cos sin @u   s cos sin @r   sr cos cos @ + sr csc  sin @
X25 = u cos sin @u   (r + u) cos cos @r   (r+u)r cos cos @ + (r+u)r csc  sin @
X26 = rs cos sin @s + ru cos sin @u + r
2 cos sin @r
X27 = r cos sin 2@u   2r cos cos  sin @r   cos cos 2@ + cot  sin@
X28 = s sin sin @u   s sin sin @r   sr cos  sin@   sr cos csc @
X29 = u sin sin @u   (r + u) sin sin @r   (r+u)r cos  sin@   (r+u)r cos csc @
X30 = rs sin sin @s + ru sin sin @u + r
2 sin sin @r
X31 = r sin sin 2@u   r sin sin 2@r   cos 2 sin@   cos cot @
X32 = 2r cos 2 sin
2 @u   2r cos 2 sin2 @r   cos 2 sin 2@ + 2 sin 2@
X33 = 4r cos sin sin
2 @u   4r cos sin sin2 @r   sin 2 sin 2@   2 cos 2@
X34 =   cos sin @u + cos sin @r + 1r cos cos @   1r sin csc @
X35 =   sin sin @u + sin sin @r + 1r sin cos @   1r cos csc @
(ii) Case m = k, with k an arbitrary constant
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X1 = @
X2 = @s
X3 = s@s
X4 = @u
X5 =   cos@ + cot  sin@
X6 =   sin@   cot  cos@
which yields the following commutator table
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
X1 0 0 0  X5 X4 0
X2 0 0 X2 0 0 0
X3 0  X2 0 0 0 0
X4 X5 0 0 0  X1 0
X5  X4 0 0 X1 0 0
X6 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) Case m = m(u), for m(u) an arbitrary function of u
X1 = @s
X2 = @
X3 = @u
X4 =   cos@ + cot  sin@
X5 = sin@ + cot  cos@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4.3 Noether Symmetries of the Vaidya metric
The Noether symmetries X = @s + @u + @r + @ + @ are given by
XL+ L(s + usu + rsr + s + s) = (gs + usgu + rsgr + sg + sg); (4.5)
where g is the point dependent gauge term. For the Lagrangian,
L =  (1  2m(u)
r
) _u2   2 _u _r + r2 _2 + r2 sin2  _2; (4.6)
using the formula (4.5) leads to Noether symmetries with variations on m(u).
(i) Case m = 0:
X1 =  12s2@s   12su@u   12rs@r; g = 12u2
X2 =  12s@u; g = 12u+ r
X3 =  12 sin  sin@u+12(s csc  sin tan  cos  sin)@r+12 sr cos  sin@+12 sr csc  cos@,
g = r sin  sin
X4 =  12 sin  cos@u+12(s csc  cos tan  cos  cos)@r+12 sr cos  cos@ 12 sr csc  sin@,
g = r sin  cos
X5 =  12s cos @u + 12s cos @r   12 sr sin @, g = r cos 
X6 = s@s +
1
2
u@u +
1
2
r@r, g = 0
X7 = @s, g = 0
X8 = u sin  sin@u+csc ( u sin 2r sin2  sin+2u cos2  sin)@r+(ur cos  sin+
tan  sin  sin  sec t sin)@   (ur + 1) csc  cos@, g = 0
X9 = u sin  cos@u+(u tan  cos  cos r sin  cos u csc  cos)@r+(tan  sin  cos 
sec  cos  u
r
cos  cos)@ + (
u
r
+ 1) csc  sin@, g = 0
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X10 = u cos @u + ( r cos    u cos )@r + (ur + 1) sin @, g = 0
X11 = @u, g = 0
X12 = cos @u   cos @r + 1r sin @, g = 0
X13 = sin  sin@u+(  csc  cos+cos tan  cos )@r 1r cos  sin@ 1r csc  cos@,
g = 0
X14 = sin  cos@u (csc  cos+tan  cos  cos)@r  1r cos  cos@+ 1r csc  sin@,
g = 0
X15 = cos@   cot  sin@, g = 0
X16 =   sin@   cot  cos@, g = 0
X17 = @, g = 0
The isometries are selected from Noether symmetries which has no arclength pa-
rameter and has a zero gauge function. From this above list, we can easily conclude
that fXi : i = 8 : : : 17g form the 10-dimensional algebra of isometries which with
n = 4 corresponds to the maximal 1
2
n(n+1) = 10-dimensional algebra. That is, the
respective manifold is isometric to one of the following:
(a) the 4-dimensional Euclidean space,
(b) the 4-dimensional sphere,
(c) the 4-dimensional projective space,
(d) the 4-dimensional simply connected hyperbolic space (see [36]). This conrms
the known result that m = 0 is equivalent to the Minkowski metric. Each lead to
conserved quantities from Noether's theorem, [37]. As a sample case, from X15, we
get
T 15 = L + (   _u)@L
@ _u
+ (  _r)@L
@ _r
+ (   _)@L
@ _
+ (  _)@L
@ _
  g
= 2r2 _ cos  2r2 _ cot  sin3  (4.7)
which, incidentally leads to two of the four Euler-Lagrange equations. The remaining
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symmetries fXi : i = 1 : : : 7g, lead to seven new (previously unknown) conserved
quantities. For example, from X6 we get
T 6 = s(  _u2   2 _u _r + r2 _2 + r2 sin 2 _2) + (1
2
u  s _u)( 2 _u  2 _r)
  (r   2s _r) _u  2s _2r2   2s _2r2 sin 2 (4.8)
whose total divergence lead to the complete system of Euler-Lagrange equations.
(ii) Case m = k, with k an arbitrary constant
X1 = @s, g = 0
X2 = @u, g = 0
X3 = @, g = 0
X4 =   cos@ + cot  sin@, g = 0
X5 = sin@ + cot  cos@, g = 0
Here, fXi : i = 2 : : : 5g is the algebra of isometries rendering the metric equivalent
to the Schwarzschild metric.
(iii) Case m = m(u), for m(u) an arbitrary function of u
X1 = @s, g = 0
X2 = @, g = 0
X3 =   cos@ + cot  sin@, g = 0
X4 = sin@ + cot  cos@, g = 0
Here, a similar conclusion regarding the algebra of isometries as in (iii).
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For the Vaidya metric with Finkelstein coordinates given by (4.2), the Noether
symmetries are calculated which conclude the subalgebra of isometries. It will be
clear that Lie algebra of point symmetries of the geodesic equations will be as large
as above. Here the Lagrangian is
L =  (1  2m(u)
r
) _u2   4m(u)
r
_u _r + (1 +
2m(u)
r
) _r2 + r2 _2 + r2 sin2  _2 (4.9)
whose corresponding Noether symmetries separate into the same following cases.
(i) Case m = 0:
X1 =
1
2
s2@s +
1
2
su@u +
1
2
rs@r; g =
1
2
r2   1
2
u2
X2 = s@s +
1
2
u@u +
1
2
r@r; g =
1
2
u+ r
X3 = @s, g = 0
X4 =  12s@u; g = u
X5 =
1
2
s(  cot  cos  sin + csc  sin)@r + 12 sr cos  sin@ + 12 sr csc  cos@, g =
r sin  sin
X6 =
1
2
s(  cot  cos  cos+ csc  cos)@r + 12 sr cos  cos@ + 12 sr csc  sin@, g =
r sin  cos
X7 =
1
2
s cos @r   12 sr sin @, g = r cos 
X8 =  r sin  cos@u+u cot  cos  cos u csc  cos@r ur cos  cos@+ur csc  sin@,
g = 0
X9 = r sin  sin@u u cot  cos  sin+u csc  sin@r ur cos  sin@+1r csc  cos@,
g = 0
X10 =   csc  cos+ cot  cos  cos@r   ur cos  cos@ + 1r csc  sin@, g = 0
X11 =   csc  sin+ cot  cos  sin@r + ur cos  sin@ + 1r csc  cos@, g = 0
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X12 =   cos@ + cot  sin@, g = 0
X13 = sin@ + cot  cos@, g = 0
X14 = @, g = 0
X15 =  r cos @u   u cos @r + ur sin @, g = 0
X16 =   cos @r + 1r sin @, g = 0
X17 = @u, g = 0
(ii) Case m = k, with k an arbitrary constant
X1 = @s, g = 0
X2 =   cos@ + cot  sin@, g = 0
X3 = sin@ + cot  cos@, g = 0
X4 = @, g = 0
X5 = @u, g = 0
(iii) Case m = m(u), for m(u) an arbitrary function of u
X1 = @s, g = 0
X2 =   cos@ + cot  sin@, g = 0
X3 = sin@ + cot  cos@, g = 0
X4 = @, g = 0.
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4.4 Discussion and conclusion
We have shown that a large amount information can be extracted from a knowledge
of the vector elds that leave the action integral invariant. In addition to obtaining
a larger class of conservation laws than those given by the isometries or Killing
vectors, we can conclude by identifying the isometries and that these form a Lie
subalgebra of the Noether symmetry algebra. We have performed the calculations
on versions (4.1) and (4.2) of the Vaidya metric yielding some previously unknown
information regarding the corresponding manifold. Lastly, with particular reference
to this metric, we concluded that the only variations or classes on m(u) that occur
are m = 0, m = constant and m = m(u).
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Chapter 5
Conservation laws of the Petrov
III and Papapetrou metrics
5.1 Introduction
The well known Vaidya metric representing a model for the spherically symmetric
solution of the Einstein equations with geometrical optics stress energy tensor of
radiation is widely discussed in the literature [31, 32, 33]. A special case of the
metric is the well known Papapetrou model [34].
The Petrov classication is a classication of Riemannian spaces according to the
algebraic properties of the Weyl tensor (conformal curvature tensor) and the study
involving the `Carter constant and Petrov classication' is conducted in [35]. These
classications are important in the physical interpretations of general relativity. For
a non-zero Weyl tensor the various Petrov types are represented by I, II, D, III, N
and O [38]. A Weyl tensor is said to be algebraically general if it is of Petrov type
I , otherwise it is algebraically special. Also, it is said to be non-degenerate if it is
of Petrov type I, II, and III [39].
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Physically the most important Petrov classication type is the algebraically spe-
cial Petrov types. Remembering that symmetries other than the conventional ones
(Killing vectors, conformal Killing vectors, symmetries of the Weyl tensor etc) may
be of interest to understand the physics of such spacetimes, we nd Noether sym-
metries of the metric [40]. A detailed symmetry analysis and invariance study asso-
ciated with this particular Petrov III metric, Papapetrou model, will be carried out.
The results obtained are compared with other symmetries of the same spacetime
metric.
5.2 Lie point Symmetries of the Papapetrou model
In this section we summarize results dealing with the Papapetrou model [34] which
is a special case of the Vaidya metric [32], where the mass function is given by
m(u) = u,
ds2 =  (1  2u
r
)du2   2dudr + r2(d2 + sin2 d2): (5.1)
The Euler-Lagrange (geodesic) equations associated with the natural Lagrangian
L =  (1  2u
r
) _u2   2 _u _r + r2 _2 + r2 sin2  _2 (5.2)
corresponding to (5.1) are,
u =  r
3 _2+cos 2r3 _2 r3 _2+u _u2
r2
;
r =  2u _r _u+2uru r
2u
r2
;
 = r
_2 cos  sin  2 _r _
r
;
 =  2r
_ _ csc  cos  2 _r _
r csc  sin 
;
(5.3)
where _ is the derivative of  with respect to the arclength parameter s.
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The Papapetrou model leads to six Lie point symmetries given by,
X1 = @s;
X2 = @;
X3 =   cos@ + cot  sin@
X4 = sin@ + cot  cos@;
X5 = s@s;
X6 = u@u + r@r:
(5.4)
The algebra of commutators of above symmetries is listed in the table:
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
X1 0 0 0  X5 X4 0
X2 0 0 X2 0 0 0
X3 0  X2 0 0 0 0
X4 X5 0 0 0  X1 0
X5  X4 0 0 X1 0 0
X6 0 0 0 0 0 0
(5.5)
5.3 Noether Symmetries of the Papapetrou model
In this section we show that we totally recover the information regarding the isome-
tries of the metric from a study of the Noether symmetries associated with the
corresponding natural Lagrangian, L, which preserves the action L = R L and more.
That is, a larger algebra of generators of symmetries is obtained and, hence, more
conservation laws classied. We also determine the Lie algebra of symmetry gen-
erators of the geodesic equations (Euler-Lagrange equations) which contains all the
above as subalgebras.
With the Lagrangian (5.2), the Noether symmetries form = 0 are 17 (of which 10 are
isometries) rendering the manifold isomorphic to a Minkowski manifold. The case
m = k leads to a metric equivalent to the Schwarzschild metric. The Papapetrou
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metric coming from m(u) = u admits ve Noether symmetries (all gauge functions
equal to zero) given by,
X1 = @s;
X2 = @;
X3 =   cos@ + cot  sin@;
X4 = sin@ + cot  cos@;
X5 = s@s +
1
2
u@u +
1
2
r@r:
(5.6)
Here, fX2; X3; X4g form the basis of a 3-dimensional algebra of isometries and X5
provides an extra nontrivial conservation law. Notice thatX5 is a linear combination
of X5 and X6 from the list of Lie symmetries. Separately, these are not Noether
symmetries. The extra conserved quantity obtained from this symmetry is given by
T 5 = s( (1  2u
r
) _u2   2 _u _r + r2 _2 + r2 sin 2 _2) + (1
2
u  s _u)( 2 _u(1  2u
r
)  2 _r)
  (r   2s _r) _u  2s _2r2   2s _2r2 sin 2:
(5.7)
5.4 Lie point Symmetries of the Petrov type III
metric
In relativity algebraically special Petrov types have interesting interpretations. In
order to understand one of the Petrov type III metrics in more depth, we investigate
Noether conservation laws admitted by one of the Petrov type III metrics dened
by [38],
ds2 =   z
2
1 + t2
dt2 + z2fdx2 +
z2t2(1 + t2)
f
dy2 + dz2; (5.8)
where
f = t2b(1 + t2)1 b: (5.9)
This is a Ricci, Riemann and Weyl at metric for both b = 0 or b = 1. For this
metric the Lagrangian is given by,
L =   z
2
1 + t2
_t2 + z2t2b(1 + t2)1 b _x2 + z2t2(1 b)(1 + t2)b _y2 + _z2 (5.10)
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which gives rise to the geodesic (Euler-Lagrange) equations:
 2zt02
1+t2
+ 2zt2b(1 + t2)1 bx02 + 2zt2(1 b)(1 + t2)by02   2z00 = 0;
 (2z2t2(1 b)(2 2b)(1+t2)by0
t
+ 4bz
2t(2 2b)(1+t2)bty0
(1+t2)
)t0   2z2t2(1 b)(1 + t2)by00
 4zt2(1 b)(1 + t2)by0z0 = 0;
  2z2tt02
(1+t2)2
+ 2z
2t2bb(1+t2)1 bx02
t
+ 2z
2t2b+1(1 b)(1+t2)1 bx02
(1+t2)
+ z
2t2(1 b)(2 2b)(1+t2)by02
t
+2z
2t2(1 b)+1b(1+t2)by02
(1+t2)
+ 2z
2t00
(1+t2)
+ 4zt
0z0
(1+t2)
= 0;
 (4bz2t2b(1+t2)1 bx0
t
+ 4(1 b)z
2t2b(1+t2)1 btx0
(1+t2)
)t0   2z2t2b(1 + t2)1 bx00
 4zt2b(1 + t2)1 bz0x0 = 0:
(5.11)
The Lie point symmetries of the this system are enumerated below for some special
cases.
(i) Case b = 0:
X1 = @s,
X2 = s@s,
X3 = e
 ytz@s,
X4 = e
ytz@s,
X5 =
p
1 + t2z cosx@s, X6 =
p
1 + t2z sin x@s,
X7 = @x,
X8 = @y,
X9 = e
 yp1 + t2 cos x@t + e y
p
1+t2 cosx
t
@y   e yt sinxp1+t2 @x,
X10 = e
y
p
1 + t2 cosx@t   ey
p
1+t2 cosx
t
@y   eyt sinxp1+t2 @x,
X11 = e
 yp1 + t2 sin x@t + e y
p
1+t2 sinx
t
@y +
e yt cosxp
1+t2
@x,
X12 = e
y
p
1 + t2 sinx@t   ey
p
1+t2 sinx
t
@y +
eyt cosxp
1+t2
@x,
X13 = z@z,
X14 =
e y(1+t2)
z
@t   e yt@z + e ytz @y, X15 = e
y(1+t2)
z
@t   eyt@z   eytz @y,
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X16 =
e ys(1+t2)
z
@t   e yst@z + e ystz @y,
X17 =
eys(1+t2)
z
@t   eyst@z   eystz @y,
X18 = s
2@s + sz@z,
X19 = e
 2y@y   e 2yt2z@z + e 2y(t+ t3)@t,
X20 = e
2y@y + e
2yt2z@z   e2y(t+ t3)@t,
X21 = e
 ystz@s + e ytz2t@z,
X22 = e
ystz@s + e
ytz2t@z,
X23 =  (1 + t2)z@z + (t+ t3)@t, X24 =
p
1 + t2z2 cosx@z + s
p
1 + t2z cosx@s,
X25 =  
p
1 + t2 cos x@z +
sinx
z
p
1+t2
@x +
t
p
1+t2 cosx
z
@t,
X26 =  s
p
1 + t2 cos x@z +
s sinx
z
p
1+t2
@x +
st
p
1+t2 cosx
z
@t,
X27 =  e yt
p
1 + t2z cos x@z + e
 yt2
p
1 + t2 cosx@t +
e yt sinxp
1+t2
@x,
X28 =  eyt
p
1 + t2z cos x@z + e
yt2
p
1 + t2 cos x@t +
eyt sinxp
1+t2
@x,
X29 = (1 + t
2)z cos 2x@z   sin 2x@x   t(1 + t2) cos 2x@t,
X30 =
p
1 + t2z2 sin x@z + s
p
1 + t2z sin x@s X31 =  
p
1 + t2 sin x@z   cosxzp1+t2@x +
t
p
1+t2 sinx
z
@t,
X32 =  s
p
1 + t2 sin x@z   s cosxzp1+t2@x + st
p
1+t2 sinx
z
@t,
X33 =  e yt
p
1 + t2z sinx@z + e
 yt2
p
1 + t2 sinx@t   e yt cosxp1+t2 @x,
X34 =  eyt
p
1 + t2z sin x@z + e
yt2
p
1 + t2 sin x@t   eyt cosxp1+t2 @x,
X35 =  (1 + t2)z sin 2x@z   cos 2x@x + t(1 + t2) sin 2x@t.
(ii) Case b = 1:
X1 = @s,
X2 = s@s,
X3 = e
 xtz@s,
X4 = e
xtz@s,
X5 =
p
1 + t2z cos y@s,
X6 =
p
1 + t2z sin y@s,
X7 = @x,
X8 = @y,
X9 = e
 xp1 + t2 cos y@t + e x
p
1+t2 cos y
t
@y   e xt sin yp1+t2 @x,
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X10 = e
x
p
1 + t2 cos y@t   ex
p
1+t2 cos y
t
@y   ext sin yp1+t2 @x,
X11 = e
 xp1 + t2 sin y@t + e x
p
1+t2 sin y
t
@y +
e xt cos yp
1+t2
@x,
X12 = e
x
p
1 + t2 sin y@t   ex
p
1+t2 sin y
t
@y +
ext cos yp
1+t2
@x,
X13 = z@z,
X14 =
e x(1+t2)
z
@t   e xt@z + e xtz @x,
X15 =
ex(1+t2)
z
@t   ext@z   extz @x,
X16 =
e xs(1+t2)
z
@t   e xst@z + e xstz @x,
X17 =
exs(1+t2)
z
@t   exst@z   exstz @y,
X18 = s
2@s + sz@z,
X19 = e
 2x@x   e 2xt2z@z + e 2x(t+ t3)@t,
X20 = e
2x@x + e
2xt2z@z   e2x(t+ t3)@t,
X21 = e
 xstz@s + e xtz2t@z,
X22 = e
xstz@s + e
xtz2t@z,
X23 =  (1 + t2)z@z + (t+ t3)@t,
X24 =
p
1 + t2z2 cos y@z + s
p
1 + t2z cos y@s,
X25 =  
p
1 + t2 cos y@z +
sin y
z
p
1+t2
@y +
t
p
1+t2 cos y
z
@t,
X26 =  s
p
1 + t2 cos y@z +
s sin y
z
p
1+t2
@y +
st
p
1+t2 cos y
z
@t,
X27 =  e xt
p
1 + t2z cos y@z + e
 xt2
p
1 + t2 cos y@t +
e xt sin yp
1+t2
@y,
X28 =  ext
p
1 + t2z cos y@z + e
xt2
p
1 + t2 cos y@t +
ext sin yp
1+t2
@y,
X29 = (1 + t
2)z cos 2y@z   sin 2y@y   t(1 + t2) cos 2y@t,
X30 =
p
1 + t2z2 sin y@z + s
p
1 + t2z sin y@s,
X31 =  
p
1 + t2 sin y@z   cos yzp1+t2@y + t
p
1+t2 sin y
z
@t,
X32 =  s
p
1 + t2 sin y@z   s cosxzp1+t2@y + st
p
1+t2 sin y
z
@t,
X33 =  e xt
p
1 + t2z sin y@z + e
 xt2
p
1 + t2 sin y@t   e xt cos yp1+t2 @y,
X34 =  ext
p
1 + t2z sin y@z + e
xt2
p
1 + t2 sin y@t   ext cos yp1+t2 @y,
X35 =  (1 + t2)z sin 2y@z   cos 2y@y + t(1 + t2) sin 2y@t.
(iii) Case b = 1
2
:
X1 = @s,
X2 = s@s,
X3 = s
2@s + sz@z,
X4 = z@z,
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X5 =  y@x + x@y,
X6 = @x, ,
X7 = @y.
5.5 Noether Symmetries of the Petrov type III
metric
From the Lagrangian dened by (5.10), we generate the Noether symmetries via the
dening equation
XL+ L(s + tst + xsx + ysy + zsz) = (gs + tsgt + xsgx + ysgy + zsgz); (5.12)
where g is a gauge term. Moreover, in the list below, without the need for further
calculations involving the Lie derivative of the metric, the vector elds marked with
an asterisk (*) are identied as the isometries of the manifold. The isometries are
selected from Noether symmetries which has no arclength variable and has a zero
gauge function.
(i) Case b = 0
X1 = @s; g = 0,
X2 = s@s +
1
2
z@z; g = 0,
X3 =
1
2
s2@s +
1
2
sz@z; g =
1
2
z2,
X4 =  12 se
y(1+t2)
z
@t +
1
2
sey
zt
@y +
1
2
eyst@z; g = e
yzt,
X5 =  12 se
 y(1+t2)
z
@t   12 se
 y
zt
@y +
1
2
e yst@z; g = e yzt,
X6 =  12 ts
p
1+t2 sinx
z
@t +
1
2
s cosx
z
p
1+t2
@x +
1
2
s sin x
p
1 + t2@z; g = z
p
1 + t2 sin x,
X7 =  12 ts
p
1+t2 cosx
z
@t +
1
2
s sinx
z
p
1+t2
@x +
1
2
s cos x
p
1 + t2@z; g = z
p
1 + t2 cos x,
X8 =   e y(1+t2)z @t   e
 y
zt
@y + e
 yt@z; g = 0,
X9 =   ey(1+t2)z @t + e
y
zt
@y + e
yt@z; g = 0,
X10 = @x; g = 0,
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X11 =   t
p
1+t2 sinx
z
@t +
cosx
z
p
1+t2
@x +
p
1 + t2 sin x@z; g = 0,
X12 =   t
p
1+t2 cosx
z
@t   sinxzp1+t2@x +
p
1 + t2 cosx@z; g = 0,
X13 =  ey
p
1 + t2 cos x@t +
eyt sinxp
1+t2
@x +
ey
p
1+t2 cosx
t
@y; g = 0,
X14 = ey
p
1 + t2 sin x@t +
eyt cosxp
1+t2
@x   ey
p
1+t2 sinx
t
@y; g = 0,
X15 = @y; g = 0,
X16 =  e y
p
1 + t2 cosx@t +
e yt sinxp
1+t2
@x   e y
p
1+t2 cosx
t
@y; g = 0,
X17 = e y
p
1 + t2 sinx@t +
e yt cosxp
1+t2
@x +
e y
p
1+t2 sinx
t
@y; g = 0
From the above list, we can easily conclude that the symmetries form a 10-dimensional
algebra of isometries for which with n = 4 corresponds to the maximal 1
2
n(n+1) =
10-dimensional algebra. That is, the respective manifold is isometric to one of the
(a) the 4-dimensional Euclidean space, (b) the 4-dimensional sphere, (c) the 4-
dimensional projective space or (d) the 4-dimensional simply connected hyperbolic
space (see [36]). This implies that for b = 0, the Petrov III manifold is isomorphic
to the Minkowski manifold.
(ii) Case b = 1
X1 = @s; g = 0,
X2 = s@s +
1
2
z@z; g = 0,
X3 =
1
2
s2@s +
1
2
sz@z; g =
1
2
z2
X4 =  12 st
p
1+t2 sin y
z
@t +
1
2
s cos y
z
p
1+t2
@y +
1
2
s
p
1 + t2 sin y@z; g = z
p
1 + t2 sin y,
X5 =  12 st
p
1+t2 cos y
z
@t   12 s sin yzp1+t2@y + 12s
p
1 + t2 cos y@z; g = z
p
1 + t2 cos y,
X6 =  12 se
 x(1+t2)
z
@t   12 se
 x
zt
@x +
1
2
e xst@z; g = e xzt,
X7 =  12 se
x(1+t2)
z
@t   12 se
x
zt
@x +
1
2
exst@z; g = e
xzt,
X8 =   t
p
1+t2 sin y
z
@t +
cos y
z
p
1+t2
@y + sin y
p
1 + t2@z; g = 0,
X9 =   t
p
1+t2 cos y
z
@t   sin yzp1+t2@y + cos y
p
1 + t2@z; g = 0,
X10 =   e x(1+t2)z @t   e
 x
zt
@x + e
 xt@z; g = 0,
X11 =   ex(1+t2)z @t + e
x
zt
@x + e
xt@z; g = 0,
X12 = @y; g = 0,
X13 =  e x
p
1 + t2 cos y@t   e x
p
1+t2 cos y
t
@x +
e xt sin yp
1+t2
@y; g = 0,
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X14 = e x
p
1 + t2 sin y@t +
e x
p
1+t2 sin y
t
@x +
e xt cos yp
1+t2
@y; g = 0,
X15 =  ex
p
1 + t2 cos y@t +
ex
p
1+t2 cos y
t
@x +
ext sin yp
1+t2
@y; g = 0,
X16 = ex
p
1 + t2 sin y@t   ex
p
1+t2 sin y
t
@x +
ext cos yp
1+t2
@y; g = 0,
X17 = @x; g = 0,
From this list, we again conclude that the symmetries form a 10-dimensional algebra
of isometries so that the manifold is again equivalent to the Minkowski manifold (see
[36]).
(iii) Case b = 1
2
X1 = @s; g = 0,
X2 =  y@x + x@y; g = 0,
X3 = @x; g = 0,
X4 = @y; g = 0,
X5 = s@s +
1
2
z@z; g = 0,
X6 =
1
2
s2@s +
1
2
sz@z; g =
1
2
z2
(iv) Case All b
X1 = @s; g = 0,
X2 = @x; g = 0,
X3 = @y; g = 0
Thus, the most general case of the Petrov III metric admits the two-dimensional
algebra of isometries with the basis being translations in x and y. The particular case
b = 1
2
has an additional isometry given by rotation in the x  y plane corresponding
to angular momentum there and further conservation laws from X5 and X6.
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5.6 Discussion and conclusion
We have shown that a large amount of information can be extracted from a knowl-
edge of the vector elds (one parameter Lie group transformations) that leave the
action integral invariant. In addition, a larger class of conservation laws are found,
other than those given by the isometries or Killing vectors, implying that the isome-
tries form a Lie subalgebra of the Noether point symmetries. Particularly, the metric
(5.8) admits 10 Killing vectors for both b = 0 and 1 respectively. Note that Ricci
curvature tensor, represents the amount by which the volume element of a geodesic
ball in a curved Riemannian manifold deviates from that of the standard ball in
Euclidean space. As such, it provides one way of measuring the degree to which
the geometry determined by a given Riemannian metric might dier from that of
ordinary Euclidean n-space. More generally, the Ricci tensor is dened on any
pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Like the metric itself, the Ricci tensor is a symmetric
bilinear form on the tangent space of the manifold. We observe that, (5.8) has all
the Ricci tensor components are equal to zero except R11 =
2b(b 1)
t2(1+t2)
and is Ricci at
for both b = 0 and 1. The case b = 1=2 admits six Noether point symmetries of
which three are Killing vectors.
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Chapter 6
Conservation laws of the wave
equation on Vaidya manifolds
6.1 Introduction
The Lie and Noether symmetries of the geodesic equations have been discussed
in detail, in [40] - the more interesting case being the latter since these lead to
conservation laws via Noether's theorem [1]. We recover the isometries of the metric
from a study of the Noether symmetries associated with the corresponding natural
Lagrangian, L.
The standard wave equation, in (1+3) dimensions, has been extensively studied in
the literature from the point of view of its Lie point symmetries. A detailed sym-
metry analysis of this equation is discussed by Ibragimov [41]. It is well known that
in three dimensional Euclidean space, the linear wave equation admits a maximal
16-dimensional Lie algebra of point symmetries excluding the innite symmetry.
In this work, we use a purely geometric consideration to construct the wave equation
in a curved background geometry in such a way that the wave equation inherits
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nonlinearities of the respective geometry in a natural way. Keeping in mind that the
wave equation in four dimensional spacetime may be of more physical signicance,
we use, for our purposes, the Vaidya manifold.
6.2 The Vaidya metric and the wave equation in
curved geometry
Firstly, we note that the Vaidya metric [32] is given by,
ds2 =  (1  2m(t)
r
)dt2   2dtdr + r2(d2 + sin2 d2); (6.1)
for which a special case, m(t) = t, is known as the Papapetrou model [34].
A wave equation on a Lorentzian manifold endowed with a metric gij is given by
the expression
2u(x; t) = g00@200 +
1
2
gij[g00(@ig00)@j + @ij 
k
ij@k]u(x; t) = 0 (6.2)
where u(x; t) is some given wave function,
 kij =
1
2
gkm(@jgim + @igjm   @mgij) (6.3)
represents the Christoel symbol, with gij is the inverse of the metric gij with polar
variables r; ; ; and
gij =
0BBBBB@
 (1  2m(t)
r
)  1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
0 0 r2 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 
1CCCCCA :
Consequently, the wave equation in a `curved' Vaidiya background takes the form
 r2 sin urt   2r sin ut + 2r sin (1  2m(t)r )ur + 2 sin m(t)ur
+r2 sin (1  2m(t)
r
)urr + cos u + sin u + u = 0:
(6.4)
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We will classify the Lie and Noether point symmetries of this equation and show
the eect of the curved background on the respective symmetry algebras.
6.3 Lie Symmetries
We determine the Lie point symmetry generators of the wave equation (6.4) and
split these into various cases. The principle Lie algebra is stated in (v) below. The
most signicant result we note is the reduction in the dimension of the algebra of
Lie point symmetries when compared with the algebra of the wave equation on a
Minkowski manifold. This, as will be seen later, also has consequences on the num-
ber of standard conservation laws (usually rst-order) of (6.4). Furthermore, the
number of exact or invariant solutions are reduced drastically. For illustration, we
perform a reduction corresponding to some two-dimensional subalgebras.
(i) Case m = 0
X1 = @t,
X2 = t@t + r@r,
X3 = u@u,
X4 = F (t; r; ; )@u; where the function F (t; r; ; ) satises the equation,
F + cos F + sin F + 2r sin Fr + r
2 sin Frr   2r sin Ft   2r2 sin Ftr = 0.
X5 = t
2@t + 2r(r + t)@r   2u(r + t)@u,
X6 = @:
which yields the following commutator table
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[Xi;Xj ] X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
X1 0 X1 0 X4 2X2   2X3 0
X2  X1 0 0 (rFr + tFt)@u X5 0
X3 0 0 0  X4 0 0
X4  X4  (rFr + tFt)@u X4 0 ( 2(r + t)F   2r(r + t)Fr   t2Ft)@u X4
X5  2X2 + 2X3  X5 0  (( 2(r + t)F   2r(r + t)Fr   t2Ft)@u) 0 0
X6 0 0 0  X4 0 0
It is well known that the case m = 0 is `isomorphic' to a `at' manifold and one
would expect a maximal 16-dimensional algebra - it is clear that the wave equation
is somewhat `distorted' even in this case and the number of conservation laws will
be reduced (see below for a conrmation of this).
(ii) Case m = k, with k an arbitrary constant
X1 = @t;
X2 = u@u;
X3 = F (t; r; ; )@u; where the function F (t; r; ; ) satises the equation, F +
cos F + sin F   2k sin Fr + 2r sin Fr   2kr sin Frr + r2 sin Frr   2r sin Ft  
2r2 sin Ftr = 0:
X4 = @:
which yields the following commutator table
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 X3 0
X2 0 0  X3 0
X3  X3 X3 0 X3
X4 0 0  X3 0
(6.5)
(iii) Case m(t) = t
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X1 = t@t + r@r;
X2 = u@u;
X3 = F (t; r; ; )@u; where the function F (t; r; ; ) satises the equation, F +
cos F + sin F + 2r sin Fr   2t sin Fr + r2 sin Frr   2rt sin Frr   2r sin Ft  
2r2 sin Ftr = 0:
X4 = @:
which yields the following commutator table
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 (rFr + tFt)@u 0
X2 0 0  X3 0
X3  (rFr + tFt)@u X3 0 X3
X4 0 0  X3 0
(6.6)
(iv) Case m = et
X1 = u@u;
X2 = F (t; r; ; )@u; where the function F (t; r; ; ) satises the equation,
F+cos F+sin F 2et sin Fr+2r sin Fr 2etr sin Frr+r2 sin Frr 2r sin Ft 
2r2 sin Ftr = 0:
X3 = @:
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which yields the following commutator table
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3
X1 0  X2 0
X2 X2 0 X2
X3 0  X2 0
(6.7)
(v) Case m = m(t), for m(t) an arbitrary function of t
X1 = u@u;
X2 = F (t; r; ; )@u; where the function F (t; r; ; ) satises the equation, F +
cos F+sin F+2r sin Fr 2m(t) sin Fr+r2 sin Frr 2m(t)r sin Frr 2r sin Ft 
2r2 sin Ftr = 0;
X3 = @:
which yields the following commutator table
[Xi;Xj] X1 X2 X3
X1 0  X2 0
X2 X2 0 X2
X3 0  X2 0
(6.8)
6.4 Reduction of order
We demonstrate two reductions of the wave equation using two-dimensional subal-
gebras for the case m = t. In both cases, this leads to a partial dierential equation
in just two independent variables which can be further analysed using another Lie
symmetry reduction or an appropriate, alternative method.
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(i). If X1 = X2 + X4 = @ + u@u, [ X1; X1] = 0 so that reducing may begin with
either X1 or X1. The respective wave equation
 2r2 sin urt   2r sin ut + 2r sin (1  2tr )ur + 2t sin ur
+r2 sin (1  2t
r
)urr + cos u + sin u + u = 0
(6.9)
becomes
 2r2 sin wrt   2r sin wt + 2r sin (1  2tr )wr + 2t sin wr
+r2 sin (1  2t
r
)wrr + cos w + sin w + w = 0:
(6.10)
via the generator X1 since
dt
0
=
dr
0
=
d
0
=
d
1
=
du
u
leads to the new dependent variable w dened by u = w(t; r; )e. From
X1 = t@t + r@r, we get
dt
t
=
dr
r
=
d
0
=
dw
0
so that w = W (; ) leads to the partial dierential equation
(23 + 2   ) sin W + (42 + 2  2) sin W
+cos W + sin W +W = 0
(6.11)
where  = r=t.
(ii). If we rst reduce using X4 = @ we get
 2r2 sin urt   2r sin ut + 2r sin (1  2tr )ur + 2t sin ur
+r2 sin (1  2t
r
)urr + cos u + sin u = 0
(6.12)
and then X2 = X1 +X2 = u@u + t@t + r@r leads to
dt
t
=
dr
r
=
d
0
=
du
u
so that with invariants  = r=t and w(; ) = tu we get the reduced partial
dierential equation
(23 + 2   2) sin w + (22 + 2  2) sin w
 2 sin w + cos w + sin w = 0:
(6.13)
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6.5 Noether symmetries and conservation laws
Since (6.4) is variational, we determine the Noether symmetries X which are given
by a Killing-type equation
XL+ LDii = Digi: (6.14)
and the corresponding conserved ows (T t; T r; T ; T ) via Noether's theorem. Firstly,
it can be shown that a Lagrangian of (6.4) is given by
L =  r2 sin utur + 1
2
r2 sin (1  2m(t)
r
)u2r +
1
2
sin u2 +
1
2
u2: (6.15)
(i). Case m = 0.
(a) X1 = @t
T t = 1
2
(r2 sin urut   u(u + cos u + sin (u + r(2ur + rurr
 2ut   rutr))));
T r =  1
2
r2 sin (urut   ut2 + u( utr + utt));
T  =  1
2
sin (uut   uut);
T  = 1
2
( uut + uut):
(b) X2 = @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T t = 1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r =  1
2
r2 sin (u(ur   ut) + u( ur + ut));
T  =  1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
( u2   u(cos u + sin (u + r(2ur + rurr
 2(ut + rutr))))):
(c) X3 = u@u + t@t + r@r
T t = 1
2
(r2 sin ur(rur + tut)  u(tu + t cos u + sin (tu
+r((r + 2t)ur + r(r + t)urr   t(2ut + rutr)))));
T r =  1
2
r(r sin (ur   ut)(rur + tut) + u(u + cos u
+sin (u   r( ur + ut + rutr + tutr   tutt))));
T  =  1
2
sin (u(rur + tut)  u(rur + tut));
T  = 1
2
( u(rur + tut) + u(rur + tut)):
(d) X4 = t
2@t + 2r(r + t)@r   2u(r + t)@u
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T t = 1
2
(2r2 sin u2   r2 sin ur(2r(r + t)ur + t2ut) + u(t2u
+t2 cos u + sin (t
2u + r(2(2r
2 + rt+ t2)ur + r(2r
2
+2rt+ t2)urr   t2(2ut + rutr)))));
T r = 1
2
r(r sin (ur   ut)(2r(r + t)ur + t2ut) + u(2(r + t)u
+2(r + t) cos u + sin (2(r + t)u   r( 2(r + t)ur
+2(2r + t)ut + 2r
2utr + 2rtutr + t
2utr   t2utt))));
T  = 1
2
sin (u(2r(r + t)ur + t
2ut)  u(2r(r + t)ur + t2ut));
T  = 1
2
(u(2r(r + t)ur + t
2ut)  u(2r(r + t)ur + t2ut)):
(e) X5 = g(t; r; ; )@u, where the function g(t; r; ; ) satises the equation
g + cos g + sin (g + r(2gr + rgrr   2(gt + rgtr))).
T t = r2 sin (ugr   gur);
T r = r2 sin (u( gr + gt) + g(ur   ut));
T  = sin ( ug + gu);
T  =  ug + gu:
(ii). Case m = k, where k is an arbitrary constant.
(a) X1 = @t
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T t = 1
2
(r2 sin urut   u(u + cos u + sin (u   2(k   r)ur
+r(( 2k + r)urr   2ut   rutr))));
T r =  1
2
r sin (( 2k + r)urut   rut2 + u((2k   r)utr + rutt));
T  =  1
2
sin (uut   uut);
T  = 1
2
( uut + uut):
(b) X2 = @
T t = 1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r =  1
2
r sin (u(( 2k + r)ur   rut) + u((2k   r)ur + rut));
T  =  1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
( u2   u(cos u + sin (u   2(k   r)ur + r(( 2k
+r)urr   2(ut + rutr))))):
(c) X3 = g(t; r; ; )@u, where the function g(t; r; ; ) satises the equation
g + cos g + sin (g   2(k   r)gr + r(( 2k + r)grr   2(gt + rgtr))).
T t = r2 sin (ugr   gur);
T r = r sin (u((2k   r)gr + rgt) + g(( 2k + r)ur   rut));
T  = sin ( ug + gu);
T  =  ug + gu:
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(iii). Case m = t.
(a) X1 = @
T t = 1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r =  1
2
r sin (u((r   2t)ur   rut) + u( (r   2t)ur + rut));
T  =  1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
( u2   u(cos u + sin (u + 2(r   t)ur + r((r   2t)urr
 2(ut + rutr))))):
(b) X2 = u@u + t@t + r@r
T t = 1
2
(r2 sin ur(rur + tut) + u( tu   t cos u + sin ( tu
 (r2 + 2rt  2t2)ur + (2rt2   r3   r2t)urr + t(2ut + rutr)))));
T r = 1
2
r(sin (r(2t  r)ur2 + (r2   rt+ 2t2)urut + rtut2)
 u(u + cos u + sin (u + r(ur   ut)
 r2utr   rtutr + 2t2utr + rtutt)));
T  =  1
2
sin (u(rur + tut)  u(rur + tut));
T  = 1
2
( u(rur + tut) + u(rur + tut)):
(c) X3 = g(t; r; ; )@u, where the function g(t; r; ; ) satises the equation
g + cos g + sin (g + 2(r   t)gr + r((r   2t)grr   2(gt + rgtr))).
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T t = r2 sin (ugr   gur);
T r = r sin (u( (r   2t)gr + rgt) + g((r   2t)ur   rut));
T  = sin ( ug + gu);
T  =  ug + gu:
(iv). Case m = et.
(a) X1 = @
T t = 1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r =  1
2
r sin (u(( 2et + r)ur   rut) + u((2et   r)ur + rut));
T  =  1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
( u2   u(cos u + sin (u   2(et   r)ur
+r(( 2et + r)urr   2(ut + rutr))))):
(b) X2 = g(t; r; ; )@u, where the function g(t; r; ; ) satises the equation
g + cos g + sin (g   2(et   r)gr + r(( 2et + r)grr   2(gt + rgtr))).
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T t = r2 sin (ugr   gur);
T r = r sin (u((2et   r)gr + rgt)  g((2et   r)ur + rut));
T  = sin ( ug + gu);
T  =  ug + gu:
(v). Case m = m(t), where m(t) is an arbitrary function of t.
(a) X1 = @
T t = 1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r =  1
2
r sin (u((r   2m(t))ur   rut) + u((2m(t)  r)ur + rut));
T  =  1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
( u2   u(cos u + sin (u + 2(r  m(t))ur
+r((r   2m(t))urr   2(ut + rutr))))):
(b) X2 = g(t; r; ; )@u, where the function g(t; r; ; ) satises the equation
g+cos g+sin (g+2(r m(t))gr+ r((r 2m(t))grr 2(gt+ rgtr))).
T t = r2 sin (ugr   gur);
T r = r sin (u( (r   2m(t))gr + rgt) + g((r   2m(t))ur   rut));
T  = sin ( ug + gu);
T  =  ug + gu:
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6.6 Higher-order symmetries and conserved den-
sities
In the standard (1+3) wave equation, there exists higher-order variational symme-
tries which lead to nontrivial conserved ows. Thus, even though there is a radical
reduction in the number of variational point symmetries and conservation laws, one
could analyse the curved wave equation on a knowledge of the higher order symme-
tries and conservation laws. In this section, we list some of these variational sym-
metries X = (x; u; u(1); u(2); u(3))@u and nontrivial conserved ows (T t; T r; T ; T )
wherein the conserved density is given by T t (see [17] on the discussion on recursion
operators and generalised symmetries).
(i). Case m = 0.
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X 11 = (2utt + tuttt + rurtt)@u;
T t = 1
6
(2 sin uut + 2r sin urut   rurut   r cos urut   r sin urut
 2r2 sin urrut   r3 sin urrrut   2r sin ut2 + 2uut   rurut
 3tutut + 2 cos uut   r cos urut   3t cos utut + 2 sin uut
 r sin urut   3t sin utut + 8r sin uutr + 2r sin uutr
+2r2 sin urutr + 2r
3 sin urrutr   2r2 sin ututr   6rt sin ututr
 4r3 sin utr2 + 2ruutr + 2r cos uutr + 2r sin uutr
+10r2 sin uutrr   r3 sin urutrr + 2r3 sin ututrr   3r2t sin ututrr
+2r3 sin uutrrr   8r sin uutt + 3t sin uutt   4r2 sin urutt
+6rt sin urutt + 3r
2t sin urrutt   6r2t sin utrutt + u(2ut + 2rutr
+3tutt) + cos u(2ut + 2rutr + 3tutt) + 3tuutt + 3t cos uutt
+3t sin uutt   7r2 sin uuttr + 6rt sin uuttr   r3 sin uruttr
+6r2t sin ututtr   r3 sin uuttrr + 3r2t sin uuttrr   6rt sin uuttt
 3r2t sin uruttt   3r2t sin uutttr);
T r = 1
6
r(uutt + cos uutt + sin uutt + 8r sin urutt + r
2 sin urrutt
 2r2 sin utrutt + uutt + cos uutt + sin uutt   7r sin uuttr
+3r2 sin uruttr   2r2 sin uuttrr + 7r sin uuttt + 3rt sin uruttt
 ut(ut + cos ut + sin (ut + r(2utr + rutrr + 6utt + ruttr
+3tuttt))) + r
2 sin uutttr   3rt sin uutttr + 3rt sin uutttt);
T  = 1
2
sin (u(2utt + ruttr + tuttt)  u(2utt + ruttr + tuttt));
T  = 1
2
(u(2utt + ruttr + tuttt)  u(2utt + ruttr + tuttt)):
(ii). Case m = k, where k is an arbitrary constant.
X 21 = utt@u;
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T t = 1
6
( uut   cos uut   sin uut + 2k sin urut   2r sin ur
+2kr sin urrut   r2 sin urrut + 2 cos uut + 2r sin uutt
+2 sin uut   4k sin urut + 4r sin urut   4kr sin urrut
+2r2 sin urrut   2r sin utut   uut + 2uut   2r sin uutr
+2 cos uut   sin uut + 2 sin uut + 2k sin uutr   cos u
 4r2 sin ututr   4k sin uutr + 4r sin uutr + 2r2 sin ututr
+2kr sin uutrr   r2 sin uutrr   4kr sin uutrr + 2r2 sin uutrr
 4r sin uutt   3r2 sin urutt + 2r2 sin uuttr   r2 sin uuttr);
T r = 1
2
r sin (( 2k + r)urutt   rututt + u((2k   r)uttr + ruttt));
T  = 1
2
sin (uutt   uutt);
T  = 1
6
(uutt + cos uutt + sin uutt   2k sin urutt + 2r sin urutt
 2kr sin urrutt + r2 sin urrutt   2r2 sin utrutt + 3uutt
+cos uutt + sin uutt   2k sin uuttr + 2r sin uuttr   ut(ut
+cos ut + sin (ut   2(k   r)utr + r(( 2k + r)utrr   2ruttr)))
 2kr sin uuttrr + r2 sin uuttrr   2r sin uuttt   2r2 sin uutttr):
(iii). Case m = t.
X 31 = (tut + rur + u)@u;
T t = 1
6
(tu
2 + tuu + t cos uu + t sin uu + 6r
2 sin uur
+2rt sin uur   2t2 sin uur   3r3 sin urur + 3r3 sin uurr
+r2t sin uurr   2rt2 sin uurr   2rt sin uut   3r2t sin ut
+u(t cos u + sin (tu + ( 3r2 + 2rt  2t2)ur + rt((r   2t)urr
 2(ut + rutr)))) + tu( u   cos u   sin (u + 2(r   t)ur
+r((r   2t)urr   2(ut + rutr)))) + r2t sin uutr);
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T r = 1
6
r(u
2 + uu + cos uu + sin uu   4r sin uur
+10t sin uur + 3r
2 sin urur   6rt sin urur   2r2 sin ur
+4rt sin uurr   3r2 sin urut + 4r sin uut + 3rt sin urut
 6t2 sin urut   3rt sin utut + u(cos u + sin (u + (5r
 8t)ur + r((r   2t)urr   5ut   2rutr)))  u(u + cos u
+sin (u + 2(r   t)ur + r((r   2t)urr   2(ut + rutr))))
+r2 sin uutr   3rt sin uutr + 6t2 sin uutr + 3rt sin uutt);
T  = 1
2
sin (uu + u(rur + tut)  u(u + rur + tut));
T  = 1
6
( ruur   r cos uur   r sin uur + 2ruur   tuut
+2r sin uur + 2r
2 sin urur   2rt sin urur + 2r3 sin ururr
 4r2t sin ururr   r3 sin ururr + 2r2t sin ururr + 2tuut
 t cos uut   t sin uut   4r2 sin urut   2rt sin urut
+2t2 sin urut   r2t sin urrut + 2rt2 sin urrut + 2r cos uur
+2t cos uut + 2t sin uut + 2r
2 sin urut + 4rt sin urut
 4t2 sin urut + 2r2t sin urrut   4rt2 sin urrut   2rt sin utut
 4r3 sin urutr   4r2t sin ututr + 2r3 sin utr + 2r2t sin ututr
+u(4u + cos u + sin u + 2rur   r cos ur   r sin ur
 3r2 sin urr + 4rt sin urr   r3 sin urrr + 2r2t sin urrr + 2tut
 t cos ut   t sin ut + 4r2 sin utr   2rt sin utr + 2t2 sin utr
+2r3 sin utrr + (2rt
2   r2t) sin utrr + 2rt sin utt + 2r2t sin uttr)
 u(2u   cos u   sin u   6r sin ur + 6t sin ur + rur
 2r cos ur   2r sin ur   9r2 sin urr + 14rt sin urr
 2r3 sin urrr + 4r2t sin urrr + 6r sin ut + tut   2t cos ut
 2t sin ut + 14r2 sin utr + (4t2   4rt) sin utr + 4r3 sin utrr
 2r2t sin utrr + 4rt2 sin utrr + 4rt sin utt + 4r2t sin uttr)):
(iv). Case m = et.
X 41 = u@u,
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T t =  1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r = 1
2
r sin (u(( 2et + r)ur   rut) + u((2et   r)ur + rut));
T  = 1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
(u
2 + u(cos u + sin (u   2(et   r)ur + r(( 2et + r)urr
 2(ut + rutr))))  u(cos u + sin (u   2(et   r)ur
+r(( 2et + r)urr   2(ut + rutr)))) + u(cos u + sin (u
 2(et   r)ur + r(( 2et + r)urr   2(ut + rutr))))):
(v). Case m = m(t), where m(t) is an arbitrary function of t.
X 51 = u@u ,
T t =  1
2
r2 sin (uur   uur);
T r = 1
2
r sin (u((r   2m(t))ur   rut) + (2m(t)  r)uur + rut));
T  = 1
2
sin (uu   uu);
T  = 1
2
(u
2 + u(cos u + sin (u + 2(r  m(t))ur + r((r   2m(t))urr
 2(ut + rutr))))  u(cos u + sin (u + 2(r  m(t))ur + r((r
 2m(t))urr   2(ut + rutr)))) + u(cos u + sin (u + 2(r
 m(t))ur + r((r   2m(t))urr   2(ut + rutr))))):
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6.7 Discussion and conclusion
We have considered the classical wave equation in some Lorentzian spacetime back-
ground with the point in mind that the wave equation there may naturally inherit
nonlinearities from the geometry. In this context, we have considered the Vaidya
metric for which a special case is the Papapetrou metric. We have given some
symmetry reductions to show how the wave equation there can be either solved
or reduced to ordinary dierential equations using the method of invariants. Also,
some conservation laws were constructed. In the book [41], Ibragimov suggests
that in three at space dimensions the linear wave equation considered admit a 16-
dimensional Lie algebra of point symmetries excluding the innite symmetry. In this
study, we show that the wave equations admits fewer symmetries when it is solved
on a curved manifold. A special case to note is m = 0 when the Vaidya manifold
is supposedly `at'. Manifolds that are `at' need not to lead to the wave equation
admitting the maximal 16-dimensional Lie algebra of point symmetries. Finally,
some higher-order symmetries and associated conservation laws were presented. We
conclude that solving or analysing the nonlinear wave equations in a curved space-
time background using the invariance approach may provide some insight into the
geometry or relativity for dierent manifolds.
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Chapter 7
Conservation laws of some
third-grade uids
7.1 Introduction
The mechanics of non-linear uids present a special challenge to engineers, physicists
and mathematicians since the non-linearity can manifest itself in a variety of ways.
One of the simplest ways in which the viscoelastic uids have been classied is the
methodology given by Rivlin and Ericksen [42] and Truesdell and Noll [43], who
present constitutive relations for the stress tensor as a function of the symmetric
part of the velocity gradient and its higher (total) derivatives.
In recent years there has been several studies [44]-[51] on ows of non-Newtonian
uids, not only because of their technological signicance but also due to the inter-
esting mathematical features presented by the equations governing the ow.
A discussion of the various dierential rate type and integral models can be found
in the books of Schowalter [52] and Huilgol [53] and in the survay by Rajagopal [54].
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The attraction in these models stems largely from the fact that the constitutive
relations, whether we consider second- or third-grade uids, since these have been
studied most, are that they are derived on the basis of rst principles and unlike
many other 'phenomenological' models suggested in [55] by Reiner, there are no
curve ttings or parameters to adjust.
Although the second-grade uid model is able to predict the normal stress dierences
which are characteristic of non-Newtonian uids - it does not take into account the
shear thinning and thickening phenomena that many show. The third-grade uid
model represents a further, although inconclusive, attempt towards a comprehensive
description of of the properties of viscoelastic uids. With this in mind, the model
in the present paper is a third-grade uid.
In [56], exact analytical solution for the unsteady ow of a third-grade uid on a
porous wall was obtained.
Generally, models in uids are constructed under the assumption of certain conser-
vation laws. It may turn out that the resultant PDE or PDEs, whether linear or
nonlinear, give rise to a number of distinct conserved ows (like density and cur-
rent) and these may result in a number of dierent solutions. Thus, a knowledge of
the various conservation laws gives one a greater insight into the underlying model.
Also, a deeper understanding of the invariance properties are achieved like poten-
tial symmetries obtained from respective potential systems, [57]. So, aside from
some physical conservation laws, solutions should remain constant along the general
conserved ows (see [58]).
7.2 Preliminaries and basic equations
An incompressible simple uid is dened as a material whose state of present stress is
determined by the history of the deformation gradient without a preferred reference
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conguration [59]. Its constitutive equation can be written in the form of a functional
T(t) =  p1I+
1X
s=0
Ftt(s); (7.1)
where p1I is the undetermined part of the stress tensor and F is the deformation
gradient.
Coleman and Noll [60] dened the incompressible uid of dierential type of grade
n as the simple uid obeying the constitutive equation
T(t) =  p1I+
1X
s=0
Sj; (7.2)
obtained by asymptotic expansion of the functional in (7.1) through a retardation
parameter . If n = 3, the rst three tensors Sj are given by
S1 = A1;
S2 = 1A2 + 2A
2
1;
S3 = 1A3 + 2(A1A2 +A2A1) + 3(trA
2
1)A1;
(7.3)
where  is the coecient of viscosity and 1; 2; 1; 2 and 3 are the material
moduli. A1;A2 and A3 are kinematical tensors dened by
A1 = gradV + (gradV)
T ;
An =
d
dt
An 1 +An 1(grad V) + (gradV)TAn 1; n = 2; 3;   
(7.4)
where V denotes the velocity eld, grad is the gradient operator and d
dt
is the
material time derivative which is dened by
d
dt
() = @
@t
() + [grad()]V; (7.5)
where @
@t
is the partial derivative with respect to time. It was shown that if all the
motions of the uids are to be compatible with thermodynamics in the sense that
these motions meet the Clausius-Duhem inequality and if it is assumed that the
specic Helmholtz free energy is a minimum when the uid is locally at rest, then
  0; 1  0;
j 1 + 2 j 
p
243;
1 = 2 = 0; 3  0:
(7.6)
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Therefore, the constitutive relation for a thermodynamically compatible uid of
grade three becomes
T =  p1I+ A1 + 1A2 + 2A21 + 3(trA21)A1: (7.7)
If the normal stress parameters 1 and 2 are zeros, then
T =  p1I+ (+ 3(trA21))A1; (7.8)
where the quantity in parenthesis can be thought of as an eective shear-dependent
viscosity. The basic governing equations are the conservation of mass and linear
momentum. These are
@
@t
+ div(V) = 0 (7.9)
and
d
dt
= divT+ b; (7.10)
where  is the density and b is the body force. As we are assuming that the uid
can undergo isochronic motion, (7.9) reduces to
div(V) = 0: (7.11)
On substituting (7.7) into (7.10) and neglecting the body forces, we have

dV
dt
+ gradp = divA1 + 1divA2 + 2divA
2
1 + 3div[(trA
2
1)A1]: (7.12)
We consider an incompressible uid ow along an innite plane porous wall. The
x-axis is taken along the wall and the y-axis normal to the wall. Thus, for the ow
under consideration, we seek a velocity eld of the form
V = [u(x; t); ; 0]; (7.13)
where   0 indicates the blowing velocity. From (7.11) and (7.13)
@
@x
= 0: (7.14)
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It is evident from (7.14) that  is a function of time only. Following Kaloni [61] we
have
 =  W0; (7.15)
where W0  0 indicates the suction and W0  0 gives blowing. Substituting (7.4),
(7.7), (7.13) and (7.15) into (7.12) and neglecting the modied pressure gradient we
have
[
@u
@t
 W0@u
@x
] = 
@2u
@x2
+ 1[
@3u
@x2@t
 W0@
3u
@x3
] + 63(
@u
@x
)2
@2u
@x2
: (7.16)
Consider an rth-order system of partial dierential equations (PDEs) of n indepen-
dent variables x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) and m dependent variables u = (u1; u2; : : : ; um)
G(x; u; u(1); : : : ; u(r)) = 0;  = 1; : : : ; ~m; (7.17)
where u(1); u(2); : : : ; u(r) denote the collections of all rst, second, : : :, rth-order par-
tial derivatives, that is, ui = Di(u
); uij = DjDi(u
); : : : respectively, with the total
dierentiation operator with respect to xi given by
Di =
@
@xi
+ ui
@
@u
+ uij
@
@uj
+ : : : ; i = 1; : : : ; n; (7.18)
where the summation convention is used whenever appropriate. A current T =
(T 1; : : : ; T n) is conserved if it satises
DiT
i = 0 (7.19)
along the solutions of (7.17).
Every admitted conservation law arises from multipliers Q(x; u; u(1); : : :)
QG
 = DiT
i (7.20)
such that it holds identically for some current T i. There is a determining system
for nding multipliers (and hence conservation laws) for any given PDE system.
If in (7.17), G = G0 + G

1 such that G

0 =
L
u
for some function L, we say L is a
partial Lagrangian for a partially variational system (7.17) - L
u
is the Lie derivative
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or Euler operator. That is, for a scalar equation, G = L + G1, where L =
R
L.
Noether type symmetries can then be determined by
X(L) + LDi(
i) = W
L
u
+Di(g
i) : (7.21)
for some gauge vector gi and conserved vectors for (7.17) may then be determined
by a formula, viz.,
T i = gi  N i(L) ; i = 1; : : : ; n ; (7.22)
where N i is the Noether operator (see [16]).
7.3 Conservation laws, multipliers and symme-
tries
In this section we derive the conservation laws of (7.16) using the notions of the
invariance of the multipliers under symmetries of the equation. We separate (7.16)
into three cases.
(i) In the rst case we suppose that  = 1, 3 = W0 = 0 so that (7.16) becomes
ut = uxxt + uxx; (7.23)
wherein we have replaced 1 by  and  by . Its algebra of Lie symmetries is
spanned by X = @
@t
; Y = @
@x
; Z = u @
@u
excluding the `innite' symmetries. The
conserved ow (T t; T x) of (7.23) satises the divergence relation
DtT
t +DxT
x = Q(t; x; [u])(ut   uxxt   uxx); (7.24)
so that

u
Q(ut   uxxt   uxx) = 0; (7.25)
since the Euler operator annihilates a total divergence. If we suppose that the highest
derivative of Q is the second derivative, viz., Q = Q(t; x; u; ut; ux; utt; utx; uxx), the
cumbersome and detailed calculations which cannot be presented here, reveal that
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there are no multipliers of order one and two. What we do obtain are the following
forms of Q = Qi,
Q1 = 1;
Q2 = e
t  xp
  ; ( 6= )
Q3 = e
t x x
 1 (e
2x
 1 + e
2x
 1 ); ( 6= 1)
(7.26)
The next step is to construct the actual and corresponding conserved density T t and
ux T x. This may be done by substituting back into (7.24) which again requires
detailed calculations of which the results are presented here. The rst one, Q1, is
the obvious one giving rise to the conserved vector (T t; T x)
T t1 = u;
T x1 =  uxt   ux
(7.27)
or
T t1 = u  uxx;
T x1 =  ux:
(7.28)
The not-so-obvious conserved vectors are obtained via the remaining multipliers.
Corresponding to Q2, we get
T t2 = (  u    uxp    uxx + 3u)e
t  xp
  ;
T x2 = (
2up
  + ux  
utp
   
3up
    2utx   3ux)e
t  xp
  :
(7.29)
and corresponding to Q3 we obtain the density and ux
T t3 =  e
t x x
 1 [(uxx + (  3)u)(e 2x 1 + e 2x 1 ) + ux(e 2x 1   e 2x 1 )];
T x3 =
1
 1e
t x x
 1 [2uxt(1  ) + ux(3  2)](e 2x 1 + e 2x 1 )
+ [ut(  1) + u(  3)](e 2x 1   e 2x 1 )]
(7.30)
We have some of the following symmetry or invariance properties of the multipliers
based on the symmetries X, Y and Z above. These are
XQ1 = 0; Y Q1 = 0; ZQ1 = 0
XQ2 = Q2; Y Q2 =   1p
 Q2; ZQ2 = 0
XQ3 =

 1Q3; Y Q3 = e
t x x
 1 (e
2x
 1   e 2x 1 ); ZQ3 = 0
(7.31)
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Thus, Q2 is ray invariant with respect toX and Y . The multiplier Q3 is ray invariant
under X but not invariant under Y . Both of these multipliers are strictly invariant
under Z. The multiplier Q1 is obviously, strictly invariant under X; Y; Z.
Invariance of a multiplier under a symmetry implies association of the corresponding
conservation law with the symmetry.
(ii) Secondly, we include W0 6= 0 in which case (7.16), with the usual replacements,
becomes
ut = uxxt + uxx +W0ux   W0uxxx (7.32)
which has the same Lie algebra of point symmetries as in case (i). Following the
procedure above, the multipliers, when dierentiated till second order becomes inde-
pendent of derivatives. For example, ray invariance under translation in x, viz., Y ,
requires Q = exf(t; x; u) and it turns out that Q = exf(x+W0t; u). Substituting
into (7.25) becomes

u
[exf(t; x; u)(ut   uxxt   uxx) +W0ux   W0uxxx)] = 0: (7.33)
We obtain the following forms of  and the corresponding f ,
(a) f = ex+W0t (Q1 = e
1xex+W0t),
1 =
1
6W0
H1 +
2
3
(W 20
2   2W0 + 3W 20+ 2)
W0H1
  1
3
 + 2W0
W0
where
H1 = [ 24W 202 + 8W 303 + 24W02   36W 20   72W 302   83
+ 12(  1
W0
(3(4W 30  12W 202 + 12W02   20W 20  43 + 4W 303
  8W 302 +W02)))
1
2W 20]
1
3
(b)f = 1 (Q2 = e
2x),
2 =
1
6W0
H2 +
2
3
(3W 20+ 
2)
W0H2
  1
3

W0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where
H2 = [ 36W 20   83 + 12( 
1
W0
(3(4W 30+W0
2)))
1
2W 20]
1
3
It is clear that Q1 is ray invariant under X and Y since XQ1 = W0Q1 and Y Q1 =
(1 + 1)Q1 whilst Q2 is strictly invariant under X and ray invariant under Y as
XQ2 = 0 and Y Q2 = 2Q2. Both of these are strictly invariant under Z. The
corresponding conserved ows are
(a)
T t1 = [ (1 + 1)2u+ (1 + 1)ux   uxx + 3u]Q1;
T x1 = [ 2W0(1 + 1)u+W0ux + 3(1 + 1)2W0u+ (1 + 1)ut
  3W0(1 + 1)ux + 3(1 + 1)u  2utx + 3uxxW0   3ux   3uW0]Q1
and
(b)
T t2 = [ 22u+ 2ux   uxx + 3u]Q2;
T x2 = [3
2
2uW0 + 2ut   32uxW0 + 32u  2utx + 3uxxW0   3ux   3uW0]Q2:
This set excludes the obvious conserved vector
(T t; T x) = ( u; uxt + ux +W0u  W0uxx)
with multiplier Q = 1.
(iii) It can be shown that the complete version of (7.16) has only the obvious con-
served ow with density and ux given by
T t =  u; T x = uxt + ux +W0u  W0uxx + 23u3x:
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7.4 Conservation laws via partial Lagrangians
In this section, we do a `variational' study of the equations with particular reference
to the rst case above. Equation (7.23) does not admit a Lagrangian being a scalar
evolution equation nor does it lend itself to a partial Lagrangian environment as it
is of odd order. One way of getting around this is to make a substitution u = vx
so that the resultant equation is fourth order. Then, however, some or all of the
conserved ows that are constructed via a Lagrangian or partial Lagrangian of the
higher order equation may not be reducible down to the equation in u in which case
we have nonlocal ows of the original equation in u. Making the substitution, (7.23)
becomes
vxt   vxxx   vxxxt = 0 (7.34)
for which we choose a partial rather than a total Lagrangian
L =  1
2
vtvx +

2
vtvxxx (7.35)
which, when substituted into the appropriate version of (7.21) leads to a number
of Noether type generators Xi with gauge vectors (fi; gi). When these are put into
(7.22), we obtain the conserved ows (T ti ; T
x
i ).
X1 = e
2b
a
t@v; f1 = 0; g1 =   b
a
e
2b
a
tv (7.36)
T t1 = e
2b
a
t( 1
2
vx +
a
2
vxxx)
T x1 = e
2b
a
t( 1
2
vt +
a
2
vxxt +
b
a
v)
(7.37)
X2 = e
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t@v; f2 =
1p
2a
e
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
tv; g2 =   b
a
e
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
tv (7.38)
T t2 = e
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t( 1
2
vx +
a
2
vxxx   1p2av)
T x2 = e
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t(1
2
vt +
a
2
vxxt  
p
ap
2
vxt +
b
a
v)
(7.39)
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X3 = e
 
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t@v; f3 =   1p
2a
e
 
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
tv; g3 =   b
a
e
 
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
tv (7.40)
T t3 = e
 
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t( 1
2
vx +
a
2
vxxx +
1p
2a
v)
T x3 = e
 
p
2p
a
x
e
2b
a
t(1
2
vt +
a
2
vxxt +
p
ap
2
vxt +
b
a
v)
(7.41)
For the case  = 2 and  = 1, we obtain an additional result,
X4 =  1
2
et(ex+1+e (x+1))@v; f4 =  1
4
vet(ex+1 e (x+1)); g4 = 1
4
vet(ex+1+e (x+1))
(7.42)
T t4 =  12et(ex+1 + e (x+1))( 12vx + vxxx) + 14vet(ex+1   e (x+1))
T x4 =  12et(ex+1 + e (x+1))(12vt + vxxt + 12v) + 12et(ex+1   e (x+1))(vxt)
(7.43)
It can easily be veried that the (T t; T x) are conserved ows of (7.34) but are all
nonlocal with respect to the original equation (7.23).
We will obtain similar results corresponding to the second case above but the third
case does not produce any Noether type generators so that no new conservation laws
are obtained via partial Lagrangians.
7.5 Discussion and conclusion
It is clear that the task of determining and classifying all the conservation laws
of the reduced equation/s of the third grade uids considered in this section is a
nontrivial one requiring detailed analysis with a number options applied to dierent
situations. We have used the multiplier approach associated with the conserved
ow as well as the partial variational approach in all the cases, and thus obtained
interesting results which required some tedious calculations.
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Conclusion
We see that the conserved ows for high-order equations (with Lagrangians and,
equivalently, partial Lagrangians of order greater than one in derivatives) support
a formula similar to the well known Noether's theorem with the provisor that the
higher-order cases have more terms in the Euler operator giving rise to the appropri-
ate order of the conserved ow. Also, in the fth-order KdV evolution equation, we
resorted to variational techniques usually adopted for the third-order KdV equation.
In general, it would be cumbersome to determine the conserved vector for such a
high-order equation using rst principles. We used the modied approach of the
Noether identity to nd symmetries and then conservation laws for the high order
equations.
In the third chapter, we considered the equations where the highest order derivative
was mixed. Using the variational technique on the Shallow Water Wave equation, we
get conserved ows that produce extra terms when the conservation law is applied.
These extra terms are adjusted and then merged with the conservation law to form
new conserved quantities. These extra terms also occur in the Regularized Long
Wave equation.
We have shown in the fourth chapter that a large amount of information can be
extracted from a knowledge of the vector elds (one parameter Lie group transfor-
mations) that leave the action integral invariant. In addition to a larger class of
conservation laws than those given by the isometries or Killing vectors, we can con-
clude what the isometries actually are and that these form a Lie subalgebra of the
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Noether symmetry algebra. We have performed the calculations on some versions
of the Vaidiya metric yielding some previously unknown symmetries and conserved
vectors regarding the corresponding manifold. Lastly, with particular reference to
this metric, we concluded that the only variations on m(u) that occur are m = 0,
m =constant, m = u and m = m(u).
Particularly, the Petrov III metric admits 10 Killing vectors for both b = 0 and
b = 1 respectively. Also, the metric has all the Ricci tensor components zero except
R11 =
2b(b 1)
t2(1+t2)
and is Ricci at for both b = 0 and 1.The case b = 1=2 admits six
Noether point symmetries of which three are Killing vectors.
We have considered the classical wave equation in some Lorentzian spacetime back-
ground with a point in mind that the wave equation there may naturally inherit
nonlinearity from the geometry. We have given some symmetry reductions to show
how wave equations can be either solved or reduced to ordinary dierential equations
using the method of invariants. Also, some conservation laws were constructed. In
three at space dimensions the linear wave equation admits a 16-dimensional Lie
algebra of point symmetries excluding the innite symmetry. In this study we show
that the wave equation admits fewer symmetries when it is solved on a curved man-
ifold. We note that manifolds that are `at' need not lead to the wave equation
admitting the maximal 16-dimensional Lie algebra of point symmetries; the case
m = 0 being noted.
It is hoped that, by fully solving the nonlinear wave equation in curved space-
time background using the invariance approach may provide some insight into the
geometry or relativity for dierent manifolds. We also presented an alternate method
in nding some higher-order symmetries and associated conservation laws. Finally,
it is clear that the task of determining and classifying all the conservation laws of the
reduced equation/s of the third grade uids considered in this thesis are nontrivial
requiring detailed analysis with a number of options applied to dierent situations.
We have done this using the multipliers associated with the conserved ow as well
as the partial variational approach. In all the cases, we have results which required
some tedious calculations.
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